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PLEAD GUILTY

CONGRESS

San Miguel County Teachers Young Man of Family Shot Black Hand Conspirators New York Superintendent Rebels Inflict Inhuman TorPassage Would Give New Citizens of Both Parties in
Down by Enemy Under
Hurl Deadly Missives Into
Oppose Change in School
Takes Possession of All
Ohio Who Had Trafficked
ture on Foreman of EnriMexico Veterans Million
Text Books.
Influence of Liquor
Branches
Hallway of Tenement
in Their Votes.
Creel
Ranch.
Dollars More a Year
que
ARRESTS

BY MOUNTED

POLICE STUMBLED OVER BABY BUGGY ST1WAV

I3J0M

DEPOSITS TOTAL

AWAY

$6,000,009,

WINTER

AIDS

INSORRECTOS W. D. ANDREWS WORKING HARD 'DISFRANCHISED

5 TEARS

FOR

National Guard Officer Resigns. Frank Chaney Charged With But Excited Italian Occupants Had Difficulties During Panic Federal Soldiers f o m Hot He Has Secured or Aided in Se- Fined
$5.00 to $25 00 a Piece
Crime Was Lodged in Jail
Enforcing Quarantine at
of 1907 but Reorganized
Vacate House by Way of
ThouCosts and Receive SusAction
Five
and
on
Valleys Cannot Stand Cold of
curing
Taos Pueblo.
at Portales.
Fire Escapes and Roof.
at That Time.
Sierra Madre.
sand Claims.
pended Sentence.

t

(

Governor

Mills

appointed Special to the Santa Fe New MexEddy
ican. '
Portales, N. M., Dec. 27. Alex
National Guard Officer Resigns.
Hamby, a young man living at RogCaptain A. Mendenhall of Company ers, a country post office twenty
K at Clovis, of the First Regiment of miles southeast of Portales, was shot
Infatry of the New Mexico National and killed Christmas Eve by Frank
Guard, has handed his resignation to Chaney.
Chaney is a man whose
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes. Cap- home is in that neighborhood,
is
tain Mendenhall has moved out of about 60 years old and a bachelor.
the territory and the resignation was The two men had had some trouble
therefore accepted.
at a gathering the evening before
and a personal encounter ensued in
Historical Society.
At the annual meeting of the His- which Chaney got the worst of it.
torical Society of New Mexico, held Chaney went home and got his gun
in the rooms of the Society yester- and started on a hunt for Hamby.
day, it was determined, as the day From reports, Chaney was under the
was a legal holiday, to postpone the influence of liquor when the trouble
reception of reports, and other busi- first started and he stumbled over
ness, untill the next meeting of the Hamby's baby buggy which caused
society and only to elect officers as words that led to the fight last
required by the constitution of the night. The two men met Saturday
society at that time. The following about one o'clock at the Rogers store
L. and Hamby was shot once through
officers were then
Bradford Prince, president; William the heart death ensuing instantly.
J. Mills, Frank W. Clancy, and R. E. Chaney has been brought to Portales
B.
A. and locked in jail. Alex Hamby was
TwitchelL
secretary ; one of the finest young men in the
Johnston, corresponding
He leaves a wife and
Mrs. Mary M. Victory, assistant secre- community.
tary; John K. Stauffer, treasurer; baby and his parents and three
brothers, who reside there and all
Henry Woodruff, curator.
The
Opposed to Change of Text Books. are the very best of people.
The teachers of San Miguel county community in general deplores the
Superin- deed.
have informed Assistant
tendent of Public Instruction Acasio
Gallegos that they are opposed to a ALL HOTEL WAITERS
MUST BE HEALTHY.
change in text books at the February
meeting of the Territorial Board of
Education. They favor a retention of Big New York Caravanseries to Rethe present text books.
quire Physical Examination.
Will Enforce Quarantine.
Mounted Policemen Rafael Gomez
New York, Dec. 27. The German
and J. B. Rusk are at the pueblo of
Taos today to enforce the quarantine system of supervising the health of
against smallpox, which the Indians hotel employes for the protection of
are disposed to evade. A number of guests is being put into force in the
A - large
cases are reported among them.
larger New York hotels.
Mounted Police News.
Broadway hostelry employing 450
The mounted police have been servants put the system into opera-tio- a
thfs wiek. The serving of food
"warned "to be on ti lookout .for a
d
man who cheats slot ma- by Infected waiters imperils
the
chines with imitation nickels. Mount- health of patrons, according to sanied Policeman Alexander Street has tariums. "The hotel guest," said one
arrested John Craig at Tucumcari manager, in speaking of the innovaHe also tion, " is at the morcy of the managefor carrying a
arrested George W. Julian, aged 18 ment of the hotel which he patroyears, on complaint of John Burns of nizes in respect to the selection of
Naravisa, Quay county, on the employees. A hotel ought to protect
The horse its guests from diseases just as any
charge of
r
was recovered near the Texas line
would protect himself
and- restored to its owner. ,
and family. Only recently it was
Territorial Funds.
brought to my attention that a man
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero and his wife and child who had been
today received $25, bank examining staying at a hotel, whose name
fee, from Traveling Auditor Charles should have been a guarantee for the
V. Safford, and $4.00 from Game utmost cleanliness, became Infected
Warden Thomas P. Gable.
with a horrible skin disease. It was
n
who sufPostoffice to Be Discontinued.
learned that a
The postoffice at Grande, Union fered from the disease had used a
county, is to be discontinued on Jan- drinking glass in the guests room.
The disease had been communicated
uary 14, 1911.
to a cut on his lip and thence to his
CHKISTMAS CELEBRATION
wife and child." The question of reENDS IN FATAL ROW.
quiring similar inspection of dining
car waiters presents more more difGreek Restaurant Keeper at Frank- ficult aspects to the health authorifort, Kentucky, is Killed and
ties attempting to solve the problem.
Ball Players Arrested.
They point out that congress should
today

New York Dec. 27. Two hundred
occupants of a tenement in the Ital- ian quarter of East Fourteenth street
found theis escape to the street cut
off today when a "Blackhand" bomb
exploded in the hallway and tore
out the first floor stairway and broke
The
every window in the building.
excited tenants who were pitched
from their beds by the shock rushed
for the fire escapes and roof and got
out safely. Salvator Cataloni, a lace
manufacturer, told the police that he
received several .letterB
demanding
a thbusand dollars penalty or death
and the destruction of his property
would ensue.

John L. Toole ot Knowle3,
county, a notary public.

MODEL

house-holde-

scrub-woma-

Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 27. Stephen
Thopanis, a GreeK restaurant keeper,
was fataly shot here today, and
George Land, cashier of the Cleveland
American base ball team and Pat
formerly with the Louisville
American Association, are among the
men arrested. Several men, who had
carried over their Christmas celebration until 5 o'clock this morning, are
alleged to have thrown fire crackers
into a restaurant. The shooting resulted from the row that followed.
WOOL PRICES ARE
HOLDING STEADILY

There Was Considerable Buying Both
of Grades and Unscoured Territorial Stock.
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STRIKE

Completed
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Referendum

Favoring Violence

SWITCHING CHARGES IN
CALIFORNIA

s

Decl.

ISFIT

PRESENTS
EXCHANGED

Big Department Stores in
Chicago Kept Busy Today by Callers
HAD

TO GIG5LE

Curry Comb.

Precincts.
In

Continue Until March 1.
By order of
Washington,
the Interstate Commerce Commission
announced today, switching charges
exacted by the railroads at San Francisco and Los Angeles, will continue
in effect until March 1st, 1911, at least.
The exactions aggregate many thousand dollars annually.

When Patrol Driver Exchanged
Dainty Manicure Set for

Republicans Nominate J. M. Garcia
and Santos Ortiz In Two City
The Republican

CITIES.

Commision
Commerce
Interstate
Will Permit Their Exaction to

SALESWOMEN

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
PRIMARIES HELD YESTERDAY.

pra- -

primaries
cint No. 3, were presided over yesterday by Precinct Chairman Teles-forRivera, Santos Ortiz was nominated for justice of the peace, and
Eluteria Ortega for constable. In precinct No. 17, Ambroslo Ortiz was chairman who called the primary to order.
Charles M. Conklin was chosen to pre
side and Nemecio Armijo was secretary. The nominees are: Jose Maria
Garcia for justice of the peace, and
the Victoriano Casados
for constable.

the passenger train known as
Fire "Red Hummer" on the Chicago and
Marshall Charles Seyferlich today Alton struck the caboose of a freight
was made fire marshall of Chicago which had failed to clear the main
In place of James Horan, who with track In going into a switch at Far
others was killed atthe ber, Mo. The passengers escaped
twenty-twstockyards' fire last week.
Assistant

ulary.

A pleasing feature of the wedding
ceremony was the presence of John
Gutterman, brother of the bride, and
who served in the regular army in
the Philippine Islands, and he came
back to attend the wedding.
Captain Burbank is stationed 400
south of Manila at Tacloban,
miles
terms
as
are
three years, and
their
shortened by good behavior, all of in the province of Leyte. He says
for that the climate in the Philipines is
them, without excaption, work
supthe gotd behavior alWwar.co and much better than is
thus shorten their terms
many posed but that a man living there
months. Even if they escape, their for any length of time must take
proper precautions, one of which is
liberty is very likely to be short-liveas they are almost certain of capture to abstain from alcohol. Despite his
and they los all tueir good behavior long sojourn in the islands, the capof
allowance, which in some instances tain doesn't show any ill effects
amounts to months, and even years. a tropical clime, which many find
it.
Men are discharged almost
every so enervating after a long siege of
week, having served out their terms,
and new ones are shipped in from MUNRO PUBLISHING
COMPANY HAS FIRE
Santa Fe. It has thus far taken over
100 men from Santa Fe to complete
Dense Smoke for a Time Bocks Pasthe work already done.
Four
sage Over Brooklyn Bridg
Firemen Killed.
New York, Dec. 27. Traffic over
ITALY
was almost
the Brooklyn
bridge
blocked for an hour this morning by
a fire that badly damaged the building
at 24 to 26 Vandevater street occuHAVE
Compied by the Munro Publishing
pany. Thick volumes of smoke poured
over the bridge and made travel hazHave ardous. Four firemen were injured
Railway
Employes
by falling walls. The loss is $100,000.

half-bloo- d

27.

Prisoners
Near

authorize a National Health bureau, SABOTAGO WILL BE DECLARED
as recommended in the president's
message, one of the powers of which
might be to supervise the1 sanitation Machinery Is To Be Destroyed
of inter-stat- e
carriers. Of the 450
and Cripp led and Authoremployees in the first hotel to initiities Harassed.
twleve
ate the German system only
refused to undergo the physical examination. They were discharged.
Rome, Dec. 27. More than 90,000
railway employes in Italy have completed taking a referendum to determine what attitude they should assume in order to bring about an ameThe
lioration of their condition.
great majority of men declared in faON THE RAIL vor of a strike and "Sabotago." In
France "Sabotago" indicates organized acts of violence such as the deor crippling of machinery
Six Trainmen Killed and a struction
or other property in order to enforca
Number of Others Injured suspension of work As adopted in
Italy, probably the word is used in
in Two Collisions ..
the sense of "o embarrass" the author-tie- s
in their work to restore commu
over the railway line, the
CREW HAD MiSREAD ORDERS nication of which
are on strike.
employes

Boston, Dec. 27. Interest in the
wool market has again turned to the
teijritory product with considerable
buying of both graded and original
conditions.
Though sales have been
heavy prices have not been shaded. "Red Hummer"' Crashes Into
For fleece wools there has been a fair
Caboose of Freight Train
demand with prices holding steady at
Near Farber, Mo.
29 for half blood Ohio. The largest
sale in territory has been Montana
Parkersburg, W. Va. Dec. 27.
staple at 62 to 63 cents clean, although
have Three trainmen were
Montana and Idaho
killed, three
changed hands at 60 cents In consid- others
one
In a colInjured,
fatally.
erable quantities. The Texas and
California products are moving slowly. lision of two freight trains on ths
Baltimore and Ohio railroad at MerBottom early today. It is said
A
cers'
GERMAN
CHICAGO HAS
FOR A FIRE MARSHAL. that the crew of one of the trains
made a mistake in reading orders.
Succeeds the Brave Irishman James v Caboose Failed to Clear Track.
Horan Who Was Killed in the
St. Louis, Dec. 27. Three train'
.
Stock Yards Blare.
men were killed this morning when
Chicago, Dec.

ROAD.

to Wed Miss Amelia Gutterman
Wedding Kept a Secret.
Captain W. A. Burbank of this city,
although for the paBt 11 years he
has been in the Philippine Islands,
stole a march on his friends in this
city Christmas day, when he and Miss
Amelia Gutterman were very quietly
was permarried.
The ceremony
formed at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gutterman, by the Rev. James Grattan
Mythen.
The bride has been a teacher in the
public schools and has many friends
here.
Captain and Mrs. Burbank will
spend the holidays here and about
the beginning of February they will
start for the Philippines, where the
bridegroom is captain of the constab-

gjr-erall-

one-eye-

-

Returns From Away Away Philippines

J. L. Merriweather, territorial good
roads engineer, spent last week inspecting the work being done on the
Mogollon road by the territorial convicts. He found good progress being
made and says when completed the
road will be one oi the finest in the
territory. Work is now being carried on on Seaton Hill near Alma.
emconvk:ts
There are thirty-fiv- e
ployed at present and no trouble has
been experienced with them since
the work began. They are allowed
a large measure of liberty, partly
through necessity of circumstances,
and only one has made an attempt
to escape. This is accounted for
largely from the fact that all the
men are what is termed "short time
men" that is, they are in prison for
short terms of from one to two or

-

horse-stealin-

penitentiary

Working on Seaton Hill
Alma at Present.

El Paso, Texas, Dec.

27.

A special

representative of the Herald alter
investigating the "Big Bend" re-- ;
gion in Mexico across the border from
Marfa and Alpine, says the rebels
hold the entire region and can defend it against a large army, as it is
protected by mountain passes. He
says that the insurgents have old
brass cannons to command the passes and are making their own shells at
an old smelter. He declared that they
tant.
are smuggling arms from Texas, equipping men and sending them to join
CAPTAIN BURBANK COMES
BACK FOR A BRIDE the insurgents in the Sierra Madre re-

CONVICT CAMP
ON MOGOLLON

Thirty-fiv- e

New York, Dec. 27. Northen Bank
of New York at 215 West
125th
street, which has several branches in
Harlem and the Erox, was taken possession today by Superintendent of
The Institution has
Banks Chen-y- .
The
deposits aggregating $6,000,000.
institution was formerly known as
the Hamilton bank, which had
during the panic of 1907.
The suspension is regarded as impor-

o

Robbed The
Saloon
Magdalena
Eclipse saloon at Magdalena, Socorro
county, was robbed of $25. This is the
second time that burglars have broken
into the place.

e
Chicago, Dec. 27. This was
Day" at the big department
stores, the day which Christmas

presents not appropriate were exchanged for articles more suitable.
From past experiences the
store
managers anticipated a rushing business and they wera not disappointed.
"About ten per cent of the
Christmas presents are brought back
for exchange" said one State street
merchant. One of the early callers,
a patrol driver at the Harrison street
police station, brought giggles from
the saleswoman by exchanging the
manicure set bis best girl had giv
en him for a curry-comand brush,
b

The insurggion, west of Chihuahua.
ents, he says, expect that the cold
weather in the high altitude of the
Sierra Madre district will kill off the
Mexican soldiers who are accustomed
only to the hot climate Micanor
Griego, foreman of the Enrique Creel
ranch, has been branded with the
ranch brand and the entire ranch looted. The insurgents say that this was
done by the ranch employes who were
incensed at him.
TRAGEDIAN FREDERICK WARDE
IS IN FINE FORM
As Brutus He Will Put Julius Caesar
"Down and Out" In Third
Act at Elks Tonight.

A bill by Representative Sulloway
granting pensions to certain enlisted
men, soldiers and officers, who served
iu the Civil War with Mexico:
Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled. That any person who
served ninety days or more in the
military or naval service of the United
States during the late Civil War, or
sixty days in the war with Mexii o, and
who has been honorably discharged
therefrom, and who has reached the
ago of sixty-twyears or over, shall,
upon making proof of such facts according to such rules and .regulations
as the secretary of the interior may
provide, be placed upon the pension
roll and be entitled to receive a pension as follows: Iu case such person
has reached the age of sixty-twyears, fifteen dollars per month;
sixty-fivyears, twenty dollars per
twenty-fivyears,
month; seventy
dollars per month; seventy-fivyears
or over, thirty-sidollars per month;
and such pension shall commence from
the date of the filing of the application in the Bureau of Tensions after
the passage and approval of this act:
Provided, That pensioners who are
sixty-twyears of age or over, and
who are now receiving pensions under existing laws, or whose claims
are pending in the Bureau of Peno

e

e

West Union, Ohio, Deo. 27. Wagon
loads of men indicted for alleged
in wholesale election frauds
in ihis county continued to arrive today. They were sent before Judge
Blair to plead guilty, received suspended sentences and were disfranchised for five years and paid fines
of five to twenty-fiv- e
dollars and costs.
Two Hundred and Fifty Guilty.
West Union, Ohio, Dec. 27. The
grand Jury this morning returned
twenty-fou- r
indictments. With the

n

reported yesterday the

ninety-seve-

loiai is now i.z. adoui two nunurea
and twenty-fivpleaded
guilty and
two not guilty. One of these. Thomas
Poe, a young fanner, dedan s he did
not sell his vot?. The other is John
Sofer, a negro. 85 years old, a former
slave.
e

RUSSIA RESUMES
EXPULSION

OF JEWS.

e

x

o

One

Hundred and One Deprived
Right to Reside in the Capital
City St. Petersburg.

of

St. Petersburg, Dec. 27. Expulsion
of Jews, asserted to be in hiding in
St. Perersburg, has begun, as a pre-

liminary step, one hundred and one
have been deprived of membership in
Frederick Warde, the great tragethe artesian guilds, thereby losing
dian, arrived in the city shortly aft- sions, in such form as he may prethe right of residence in the capital.
of
this
benefits
receive
the
from
ernoon today
Albuquerque scribe,
herein
contained
last night where he played with his old act; and nothing
time art, according to the Morning shall prevent any pensioner or person under the maximum rate of the age
Journal, but before a rather small entitled to a pension from prosecuting act.
his claim and receiving a pension unaudience.
Congress in the last few years has
Mr. Warde spent this afternoon der any other general or special act: become practically a pension bureau.
no person With old age and its attendant infirmseeing the sights and dramatic ex- Provided further, That
perts say that he will be in fine form shall receive a pension under any ities creeping upon the survivors of
time or for the both the Civil and Mexican wars, there
tonight to meet even the great Cae- other law at tt same
sar and administer the rapier thrust same period that ho is receiving a is not a member of either branch of
pension under the provisions of this Congress who is not besieged with
that "shall set Rome free."
no hundreds of the most deserving and
Mr. Warde plays the part of Bru- act: And provided further, That
who is now receiving or shall pitiable cases where the beneficiary is
tus, of course, and the tragedy might person
hereafter receive a greater pension pleading for relief by special act.
as well have been named Brutus
Unuer any oilier general or rijstcia! ill ere bbiftgr no exiailug lr,w to forq- second
of
Caesar is a star
the
law
than he would be entitled to re- these distressing cases. The pension
magnitude. Mr. Warde's son will be ceive under the provisions herein shall committees
of Congress, working by
seen as Cassius. His other son is be
under this act.
and by day, have been able to
pensionable
night
of
the company
business manager
Sec. 2. That the nenents of this bring relief to a few thousand soldiers,
and so far has refrained from twinkact shall include any person who yet in comparison with the thousands
constellation
a
stellar
in
ling
triple
who are still knocking at its doors for
served the period of time therein
before the footlights.
Civil War or help, it is but a drop in the bucket. In
the
late
during
By the way, the curtain will raise in the war with
Mexico, and who is this Congress alone there has been
tonight at 8:30 o'clock.
now or may hereafter become entitled referred to the two pension committo pension under the acts of June tees of the House of Representatives,
THREE GO DOWN
,
eighteen hundred and more than 20.000 bills for private penIN YACHT PHRA
ninety, February fifteenth, eighteen sions. Among this vast number are
hundred and ninety-five- ,
and the thousands of blind, paralyzed, bedStrikes' the Jetties Near Key West
and
soldiers,
joint resolutions of July first, nine- ridden,
and Sink in a Few Minutes
teen hundred and two, and June with long and honorable
records,
With Stewart Bennet
twenty-cighth- ,
nineteen hundred and whose cases can never be reached unsix, or the acts of January twenty-ninth- , der the present system, and who will
Key West, Fia., Dec. zi. Tne body
eighteen hundred an deighty-seven- , be obliged to pass their last days In
March third, eighteen hundred misery and want.
of Captain Stewart Bennett of New
Your committee feels that the time
York, a magazine writer and owner and ninety-one- ,
February seventeenth,
of the yacht Phra, was found today eighteen hundred
and ninety-seven- ,
has come when there should be somenear the western banks. His wife and February sixth, nineteen hundred and thing done to relieve the pension
Herman Parker, one of the men on the seven, and March fourth, nineteen
of Congress
from the tremendous amount of work that conyacht are also believed to have been hundred and seven.
Sec. 3. That rank in the service fronts them; that instead of
drowned.
Bennett sailed from Fort
taking
Meyers last. Friday in his yacht, which shall not be considered in applications up the few cases that the committees
collided with the jetties near here, filed hereunder.
can possibly consider,
all soldiers
Sec. 4. That no pension attorney, should be put upon an equal
sinking in a few minutes.
footing,
claim agent, or other person shall be and in their few
remaining years
entitled to receive any compensation equal justice should be meted out iO
GOVERNOR CARROLL DOES
MeCumber act of
NOT WANT TOGA for services rendered in presenting ail. The
any claim to the bureau of Pensions February 6, 1907, has proven a great
He Is Supporting Senator Lafayette or securing any pension under this blessing to the soldiers, but all must
act.
admit that it has not lessened the
to the
Young for
work of Congress in dealing with priRule to Facilitate Passage.
the Senate From Iowa.
Resolution by Representative Coon- - vate pension cases. Your committee
Des Moines, Dec. 27. Governor er: Resolved, That immediately upon feels that the time has come when
Carroll announced today that he is the adoption of this order the bill Congress should enact legislation
not and will not be a candidate for (H. R. 29346) "Granting pensions to that will reduce private pension legisthat specific
and lation to a minimum:
the United States Senate before the certain enlisted men, soldiers
He said that officers who served in the Civil War rates should he allowed sufficient to
coming legislature.
he Is supporting Senator Lafayette an., the war with Mexico" shall be care for the soldier in his old age, so
considered in the House, and after two that his last days may be days of
Young for
hours of general debate the previous peace and contentment; that a law
question shall be considered as or- should be passed with the rates sufA Deadly Epidemic.
dered to the final passage of the bill. ficiently equitable and just that there
will not be a demand or need of any
Report of the Committee.
An epidemic, appearing to be a
The committee on invalid nensions. general legislation along these lines
for many years to come.
deadly combination of diptheria and submitted the following
report:
scarlet fever, prevails In the towns
If anything is to be done further in
The committee on invalid pensions,
of Chloride, Fairview and Cuchillo to whom was referred House bill the line of
legislation for the soldiers
durand many deaths have occurred
29346, granting pensions to certain it must come soon. The services they
ing the past two week3. So far as enlisted men, soldiers and officers, rendered can not be measured by dol-- .
to
known from twenty-fivthirty who served in the Civil War and the lars or cents, or by any pecuniary
deaths have occurred. The malady war with Mexico, having had the same emolument, and the least this great
exists mostly among children. It is under consideration, beg leave to re- nation can do is to see that they are
also reported that the disease has ap- port as follows:
comfortably cared for in their few reat Las
Palomas. Sirra This bill, if enacted into law, will maining years. With over 100 of them
peared
County Advocate.
grant to all persons who served 90 dying every 24 hours, or at the rate
jdays or over in the Civil War, or 60 of over 3.000 a month, the ranks are
days or over in the Mexican war, and fast becoming depleted.
The averBabe Smothered to Death.
who have reached the age of 62 years, age age of the soldier is now between
a pension of $15 per month; this is 65 and 72 years. Of the 450,000 on the
A very sad accident occurred in $3 per month more than is now
0
al rolls under the age act, nearly
the home Of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
lowed under the act of February 6,
are estimaed to be between the
at Kenton, Union
county. 1907; 65 years, $20 per month. This ages mentioned above. These men
While the young mother was ironing is a new rating. Under the existing are practically beyond the years of
she heard the baby crying in another age act, there is no rating between manual labor, and thousands of them,
room on a bed. She went in forty-fiv- e the ages of 62 and 70 years, and your as every member knows by personal
minutes later and found it dead. committee thinks this is unjust tj contact, are practically hopeless and
It caught its head between" the rods the soldier, and that In his declining helpless invalids. If the veterans are
of an iron bed.
years, with a majority of the veter- to be helped at all, they should be
ans partially or wholly unfit to per- helped sufficiently so that they will
form manual labor, there should be not be obliged to appeal immediately
Deaths
Three
at Albuquerque.
an increase allowed at the age of 65 to Congress for special
legislation, In
Henry Kemph, for seven years a res- years, hence the recommendation of order that
they may secure for themident of Albuquerque, died tt the ag'j a new rate of $20
per month; 70 years, selves relief sufficient to purchase the
of 38 years. William Wadlty. son of $25
per month; this ia an increase of aboslute necessities of life. The counthe Baptist minister at Carrizozo, $10 per month over the
existing try can afford to give this Increase to
died at Albuquerque.
Another death rates; 73 years of age, $36
per the old veterans, as it has grown
in the Duke city is that of Manuel month; being an increase of $16
per wealthy and powerful on account ot
SaFa r y Otero.
month over the amount now allowed the services they rendered.
spe-fic-

twenty-seventh-

pain-nicke-

com-mi'te-

d

e

j

300,-00-

Cap-ansk- y

'

;

1

Ml

TAGE TWO

HE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

THE LITTLE STORE

WE

THE GOODS

HAVE

.

IC5CIGUIC0

Cauliflower,

Carrets,

Celary,

Wax Beans, Green String Beans Green Peas

ApP,es Bananas, Oranges, Grape Fruit, White
Grapes, Red Grapes, Black Grapes, Persimmons.

Fmit

liri-a-

If

NUTS AND CANDIES
TURKEY, CHICKEN AND OYSTERS

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No.

AO.

WE GIVE CASE REG1STFR TICKF1 &
ALL
CAbH FUECHASfcfc
WITH

X0

NEW YEAR AT
THE SHOE STORE
What is more acceptable and appropriate for a Christmas gift than
a nice pair of shoes, a pair of slippers
or some of those comfy house slip-

per.
Fine line of ladies and gents felt
and leather house slippers.

Very Appropriate for
New Year Gifts.

JOHN PFLUEGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

THE

THE

REXALL STORE

STORE

REXALL

NEW YEAR

NEW YEAR

aL Store

Tlie
PENS,

PACKAGE

A

STATIONERY, PERFUMERY, FOUNTAIN
KODAKS
and FANCY
PIPES,
CANDIES.

BOXES,
SAFETY

LEFTOVERS
ALL NEW-- NO
&
Large Assortment oCTags, Seals Greeting Cards.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Tha

STATEHOOD
AND

west

DOLL-

And room to go and come,
I loved my fellow man the best
When he was scattered some.

S-

FOR XMAS. AT

F.

FRANK

But it's squeak, squeak, squeak,
Close and closer cramps the wire.
There's hardly play to back away
And call a man a liar,
Their house has locks on every door,
Their land is in a crate
There ain't the plains of God no more,
They're only real estate.

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

OF

THE

ELK'S THEATRE
Tuesday Dec 25th
THE EMINENT

TRAGEDIAN

MR FREDERICK

rest

Beyond the last divide,
Just plant me in some stretch of
West
That's sunny, lone and wide,
Let cattle rub my tombstone down
And coyotes mourn their kin;
Let hawses come and paw the moun- But don't you fence it in.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and

SALT.

Retail

For it's squeak, squeak, squeak,
And they pen the land with wire,
They figure fence and copper cents
WThere we laughed 'round the fire.
Job cussed his birthday night and

Sale Agents For
IrVTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

morn,
In his old land of Uz,
But I'm just glad I wasn't born
No later than I was.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRA1NIHOUSE IN SANTA FE"

K
"

45

PHONE AC
BLACK

LEO HERSGH

tJ

Come How and Make Your Selections
THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.
FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

P.O.

STERLING

SILVER

MANICURE

SETS

Match Boxes,
Nail Files. Tooth Brushes, Manicure Scissors and Pieces,
Picture Frames. Korean Brass in
Ladies' and Gents' Traveling Sets.
Candle Sticks, Puff Boxes, etc.

Yours for Good Goods and Low Prices
San Francisco Street,

H. C. YOfjTZ

YEAR
o

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

Box 219

IN

THE CITY

Phone 39

maaBMmx3tX3f

.

1,111

"

l,IIWIIM'

'

r77

x

FOR THE

Supported by a Superior
Company in a Magnif-icient

Production

when you need your clothing, or any
part of It, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accom
plish It yourself because you will lose
both time and temper and probably
ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will give you a professional Job that will thoroughly satisfy
ana
you in promptness, excellence
reasonable price.

8anta Fe

N"

lzlTs.Sf.
Telephone

I

FOR NEW YEAR

JULIUS CEASAR

For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

SPRINGER, NEWMEXICOi

--

.

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prises, needimsi capital. Moneyed men are

invited to correspond with us.

(SMALL

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW MEXICO,

:

LET

!

RANCHES,
LARGE

:

AND
SMALL.

US HEAR FROM YOU,

FITCH

is guaranteed to cure, (not only
Q li Yl u Vl D.i ! At
AliaTra Tin YlH ruff f "
25th. ""-- J
,
.lo-

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Duggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

"Tj;r;

CHiTty

Call up

popular

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

FITCH

BATHS

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

FHONX RXD

in.

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in ths
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

RATES RIGHT.
.toMrtom

'

HAS. CLOSSON
FOR NEW YEAR "1

FOR NEW YEAR

Hounbigants Ideal, Fivers
TKMe

Phone 213

CO

TREATMENT

erriitties
'tS7Lu
(banaies johnstons
Fh annacy
McDonalds

Telephone 85

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860,00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

NEW ORLEANS PICAYUNE

FOR NEW YEAR

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

LA RGB
AND

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

f(

M-

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

RANCHES.

Most popular Jragedj

Drew a Knife William Mearns had Seat Sale Begins Sunday, Dec.
$1.00, $1.50,
A. A. Campbell arrested at Albuquer- prices
que on the charge of assault with a
deadly weapon. Both are restaurant
men.
Tne Struggle, for Statehood
Found Runaway Boy Marquez Ve
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
lasquez, aged 16 years, who had run!
away from his mother two years ago
OF EFFORT.
in Colorado, has been located at the!
By Hon. L. B, PRINCE
home of S. Martinez near Roy, Moral
jThe Book of the Time
county, and has been taken home by
If yon would discass the subject
j
his uncle, Caledon Vigil.
Intelligently.
Ranch Deal The big Abreui
Big
Mailed on CI
Rayado ranch, west of Springer, Col-- i
t
receipt of
fax county, and containing about 35,-- !
NEW MKXIOAN PRINTING Oo,
000 acres, has been sold to the Hage-- !
Santa Fe, N. M

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

on.e

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00; to $20.00 per acre

KERR'S
OUR NEW

We have it.

CO."

WHOLESALE
AID RETAIL

1

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

Shakespeare's

" hardware

If it's Hardware

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

of

(MR. WARDEN BONTU8)
"The Most Notable Production of
this play that has been made in late
years."

Why, the HARDWARE STORE is just the place to buy sensible,
useful Christmas gifts.
Silverware, Carving Sets, Table Cutlery, Pocket Knives, Ranges
and a thousand and one other things will make presents your family or your friends will like.
Don't throw your money away buying some trashy present, but
tome to us and buy a sensible gift.

$2ju""i"'":;;r
auuujpicuc nuc ux au but:
hair and facial tonics.

GOLD AND SILVER JEWEL BOXES

C FOR NEW

In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.

1

OIR NEW YEAR OFFERINGS

845

HOL IDAY GOODS

n

SEASON

When my old soul hunts range and

Wholesale

Toys Toys Toys

g

RAZORS,

TOYS

BR0SC0.

SELIGMAIN

j

We have a small slock of Choice and well selected
YEAR GIFTS and
goods suitable for NEW
invite you 'to inspect what we offer.
TOILET

Incorporated 1903&

Cutl-cur-

Spanish-America-

- k

Established 1856.1

tape-wor-

CHRISTMAS WEEK
VPtfPtfihlPQ Cabbage,

If
w orms

dorn Investment Company of Denver
for $350,000.
The new owners will
build irrigation works and colonize
the land.
Death of Aged Pioneer Mrs. HanFOR TEN YEARS nah Mills, died
at the home of her "Casearets are certainly 6ne. I gave friend
V. Mills, at. Springson, Attorney
mi, nrhn h Hnptnr MA tr,.atiflff htm fnr cancer
ot
stomach. The next morning he passed
er, at the age of 86 years. She was lourthepieces
of a tape worm. He then got a box
in
and
45 feet
three days he passed a
Colfax
one
of
of
the
residents
oldest
Were Raw All Over Was Spreading
was Mr. Matt Freck, of Milleraburg,
It
Ions.
county and arrived in Elizabethtown Dauphin Co.. Pa. I am quite a worker for Casca-- '
Cuti-cu- ra
Limbs
Used
to Body and
in lKt'.S. She lived there two years, rets. I use theramyselfand find them beneficial
and was Cured Also
then ten years at Cimarron and thirCbas. E. Condon, Lewistou, Pa., (Mifflin Co.)
ty years at Springer. Mrs. Mills came
Cured Daughter's Eczema.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
of Quaker parentage and was born in
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genustate
York.
of
New
the
ine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
'I had eczema on my hands for ten yean.
A Depraved
92)
Youth Cicero Maldo-nado- ,
cure or your money back.
out only in winter.
At first It would
Then it finally came to stay.
a youth accused
of assaulting
I had three Rood doctors to
to would greatly improve conditions in
do all they could but none women and girls, was sentenced
two to three years in the reform New Mexico and be for the advanceo( them did any good. I
a
then used one box of
school at Springer by Judge John R. ment of its people. The lecture waa
Ointment and three
McF'ie at Estancia. He was indicted not
given before a public meeting
bottles of Cuticura Resolvon three counts and he was sentenced ; and was, in a sense, a private talk.
ent and was completely
cured. My hands were raw
on each but the sentences will run; However, Dr. Roberts' address so
all over, inside and out, and
concurrently. After being sentenced, impressed his hearers that they could
the eczema was spreading
Maldonado made a dash for liberty not refrain from speaking about it to
all over my body and limbs.
Before I had used one bottle
from
the jail, but Mounted Policeman their friends. Hence it became known
of Cuticura Resolvent, together with the Cuticura Ointment, my sores were nearly healed John W. Collier brought him back to the public.
over, and by the time I had used the third
after an exciting chase.
bottle, I was entirely well. I rind a good
Boy Burglar Bound Over Marvin NORMAL SCHOOL PUPILS
appetite and was fleshier than I ever was.
HAVE CELEBRATED XMAS.
To any one who has any skin or blood disease Malone, aged 11 years, was arrested
I would honestly advise them to fool with,
at Roy on the charge of entering the
nothing else, but to get Cuticura and (ret well.
Floersheim Mercantile store at Roy Fine Program Carried Out at Spanish
My hands, cured by the use of Cuticura, have
American School at El Rito
and robbing it. His fourteen year old
never Riven me the least bit of trouble up to
Was Applauded.
now.
I c.innot recommend Cuticura highly brother is also implicated but could
enough, it has done me and my family so
not be found. The boy was bound ovmuch good. My daughter's hands this sumThe pupils of the
mer became perfectly raw with eczema. She er to the grand jury in $1,000 bond
could g t nothing that would do them any
and was taken to Mora by Deputy Normal School celebrated Christmas
good until she tried Cuticura. She used two
who in- by the following program which in
Sheriff E. H. Biernbaum,
bottles of Cuticura Resolvent and one hoi of
stead of placing him in jail will keep every instance was greeted with apCuticura Ointment and in two weeks they
were entirely cured. I have used Cuticura
him at his home and give him school- plause:
for other members of my family and !t always
ing until the grand jury meets in Song Merry Christmas Bells.
I
recommend it to any one
proved successful.
Onecimo Chavez
Peace on Earth
March.
with eczema. After once using it you will
The Great Feast Marina Jarramillo
never use anything else. Mrs. M. E. Falin,
Bpeers Ferry, Va., Oct. 19, 1009."
Selected
DR. T. H. H. ROBERTS
Querino Vargas
Oiitlnira Is the moat economical treatment fr
ON THE CONSTITUTION. Xmas Blessings
Ruby Jarramillo
anVetlon!, of the sktn and sralp A rune of Cuttours
Bono and n ho
or CiitIchm Ointment nrp often
Golden Years
Song
lumviont. Held throughout toe world. Potter Drug
& Chen). Corp., Sole Prop?., BoHloa.
He Defended Its Provisions in a Pri- Xmas Everywhere. . .Fidel Jarramillo
Birth of Christ
Amalia Chavez
vate Meeting of Methodist OffiJose Martinez
cial Board.
Merry Xmas
December
Juan Jaramillo
Seria Salazar
Informally addressing the members Selected
THE OAILY ROUND UP.
of the official board
of the First Hymn
Shine Out! O Blessed Star
Methodist church at East Las Vegas, Xmas Has Come Again
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts defended the
Aleja Lucero
THE OLD COW MAN.
constitution drafted for the new state Under the Holly Boughjulian Trujillo
Dr. Roberts stated Xmus Tide
Alfredo Salazar
(C. B. Clark, Jr., in Pacific Monthly.) of New Mexico.
I rode across a valley range
he had read the constitutions of all Song
..America
I hadn't seen for years;
the states of the Union and those
After the rendering of the program
The trail was all so spoilt and strange of many foreign countries, making the pupils were granted their Christan especial study of many of the mas holidays. School
It nearly fetched the tears.
Jandocuments.
I had to let ten fences down
He said the constitution uary 2. The institute under the direcfor New Mexico would compare fav- tion of Mrs. George Dixon and ProThe fussy lanes ran wrong
And each new line would make me orably with all of them and that cer- fessor G. J. Martin promises to furtain sections in it showed the touch nish the northern counties with sevfrown
of master hands.
In particular he eral much needed teachers.
And hum a mournin' song.
commended the system of taxation
for New Mexico.
Oh. its squeak, squeak, squeak,
HALF PINT OF WHISKEY
He said the constitution showed it
Here 'em stretchin' of the wire;
KILLS
BOY
had been drafted in the interests of
The nester brand is on the land;
the people of the state. Viewed from
I reckon I'll retire.
Florence, Colo., Dec. 27. A half
'
While progress toots her brassy horn tne point of a critic, Dr. Roberts said pink of "rock and rye," consumed by
And makes her mother buzz,
(there were a few things in the con- - Harry McDermith, the
son
stitution that he would prefer were of Mr. and Mrs. E. O. McDermith,
I thank the Lord I was born
different, but as a whole the docu- caused his death, after he had sufNo later than I was.
ment was a good one. Its adoption fered from convulsions for
nearly
There's land yet where no ditchers dig
sixteen hours.
HOW'S THIS?
Nor cranks experiment;
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReIt's lovely, free and big
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
ward for any case of Catarrh that
And isn't worth a cent.
PAZO
OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cure
cannot
cured
be
Hall's
Catarrh
by
l pray mat tney woo come to spoil
o itching, rsiintl, Kieeatng or
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O. any casePiles
May wait till I am dead
in 6 to 14 days or money re50e.
We, the undersigned, have known funded,
Before they foul that blessed soil
F. J. Cheney or the last 15 years, and
With fence and cabbage head.
believe him ' perfectly honorable In
On Pressing Occasions
all
business transactions, and finanBut it's squeak, squeak, squeak,
cially able to carry out any obligaFar and father crawls the wire,
tions made by his firm.
To crowd and pinch another inch
WALDING, RINNAN, & MARVIN,
Is all their heart's desire.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
The world is overstocked with men,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InternAnd some will see the day
When each must keep his little pen, ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces f the system.
But I'll be far away.
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
'Twas good to live when all the sod, per bettle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall '3 Family Pills for constiWithout no fence or fuss,
pation.
in
to
God:
Belonged,
partnership,
The government and ns.
With skyline bounds from east to
THE SOCIETY EVENT

ECZEMA 0F4 HANDS
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Imported
Key West

Pharmacy

I

31, 1910.
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.

THE SANTA TE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

;

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1910.

THE SANTA

REAPING BENEFIT.
From the Experience of
People.

Santa

Fe

We are fortunate indeed to be able
to profit by the experience ol our
The public utterances of
neighbors.
Santa Fe residents on tbe following
subject will interest and benefit
thousands of our readers. Read this
statement. No better proof caa be
had.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful
for the benefit I have received from
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
several years I had trouble from my
back and kidney s. It was hard for me
to do work on account of pains in my
loins and any sudden movement aggravated my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
void the kidney secretions and the
passages were scanty and painful.
Public statements given by local people who had used Doan's Kidney Pills
with benefit, induced me to try them.
I found relief at once and by the time
I had used one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now normal and I feel better in every way.
I have great faith in tine curative
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, .sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-MUbur-

Notice for Publication.
(Not Coal 01450.)
Department of the interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M.,
November 21, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that Lucy
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N; M., who
on September 9, 190S, made homefer
No.
01450,
stead entry
SE.
NW.
NE.
SW.
1--

1--

1--

3, section
16 N., Range 9 E., N. M.

Lots

and

11, Township

&

2

P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land abeve
described, before Register or Receiver
V. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 30th day of December, 1910. ,
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Siringo, John S.
R. Hammitt, Edmonia T. Hammitt,
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
Foley Kidney Pills are tonio In ac
tlon, quick in results, and restore the
natural action of the kidneys and
bladder. They correct Irregularities

CHRISTMAS

IS

cross-examin- e

MR. BARTENDER

RESTED TOO

Never in the History of Saloon
Here Was Lid On So
Tight.

Christmas tree tinsel and decorations
and with brilliant musical programs
in the churches in the morning and
the yuletide log ablaze at home in
the afternoon, Santa Fe, the ancient
and romantic city, spent a delightful
Christmas day in the year of our Lord
nineteen and ten.
To the credit of Governor Mills and
Mayor Seligman, the Christmas observance was fortunately free from alcoholic stimulation as far as the saloons were concerned, and old timers
declare that never in the history of
Santa Fe saloondom was "the lid" on
tighter than this year. One saloon
keeper, who was beseeched by a Sunday bibbler to open his back door,
complained lustily that if his premises were invaded he would call for
the marshal and the police. This and
similar replies had the desired effect
and not an intoxicated person was
seen on the streets.
Weather Observer Charles E. Lin-neprovided pretty good atmospheric
conditions for the Christmas day observance, although he might have
turned on a little more sunshine in
the forenoon. Mr. Linney had observed that a trace of snow was on
the ground and he did not wish the
glare to tantalize the tired eyes of
the Santa Claus brigade who had
kept a vigil the night before.
y

How it Was Spent.
More than a thousand persons began Christmas day by attending the
midnight mass at the Cathedral and
at the Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe, always a beautiful ceremony.
There were hundreds of communicants, for the receiving of Holy Communion as the midnight mass is a spe- -

"A."

p

i.

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West .t an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day. but
Ittie rain or sno7 during session.
Eleven Officers 'and instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects
REGENTS E. A. Cahoori, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

r

,3 2
.

r'f
l

J-

A

!tT

'

i

With a trace of snow on the ground
to make Santa Claus's sleigh glide
with greater ease, with enough sunshine to add golden tones to the

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

f

cial privilege in this archdiocese, as THE REGISTRATION OF
and annual report on mortality staNotice for Publication.
possession of said tract for twenty
BIRTHS AND DEATHS, tistics.
it is in certain European Catholic
(013846
Coal Jemez Forest.)
years next preceding the survey of
countries.
It is expected that careful obser- Department of the Interior,
the township, viz.:
The vicar general, the Very Rev. An-- Census Bureau Issues a Physicians' vance of the suggestions herein mad
United States Land Office.
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
was
tonio Fourchegu,
celebrant at the
Pocket Reference to Cause of
will result in great improvement in
Cristobal Casados, Euseblo Trujillo.
Santa Fe, N. , Not. H, lsio.
Death Importance of Cormidnight mass at the Cathedral and
the quality of the registration, reall of Cuba, N. M.
(Republication.)
be preached in English and Spanish.
rect Statement.
returns received from reNotice is hereby given that
gistration
the
Any person who desires to protest
The services were somewhat long and
and cities, and following named claimant has filotl against tbe allowance of said proof,
gistration states
m.
of
3
was
a.
before
after
many
it
27, may also lead physicians in non re- notice of his intention to make final or who knows of
Washington, D. C.
any substantial reathe devout had reached their homes. 1910. In furthereuce of its advocacy
gistration states to labor for the en- proof in support of his claim under son under the laws and regulations ot
The music furnished by the cathedral of the extension of the registration actment of
adequate legislation for sections 16 and 17 of the act of March the Interior Department why such
choir was excellent and the devotion of deaths and births throughout the this
Advice and 3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854), as amended prcof should not be allowed will be
important purpose.
of the majority who attended the United States, the Census IJureau is
aid wil be given by the Bureau of by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 given an opportunity at the
beautiful services was inspiring.
Issuing to the health officers and tbe Censu3, and by the American States., 470), and that said proof will
time and place te
In the Morning.
medical students of the country a Medical Association and American be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U
the witnesses of said claimChristmas day was also well beS.
Ct. Comr., Cuba, N. M., on Febru
ant, and to oiler evidence ii rebuttal
physicians' pocket reference to the Public Health Association coopera-ting- ,
gun by those late sleepers who allow- International
of
ary 10, 1911, v!z: Celso Sandoval, of of that submitted by claimant.
List of Causes
with
the
in
joint
compliance
to
Into
ed Santa Claus
steal
the city Death. In his letter of transmittal on
N. M., for the claim
4423 In
MANUEL R. OTERO
resolution of congress, approved Feb- Cuba,
unnoticed and who did not attend a
Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N.. R. 1 W., N
clause
Register
the
concluding
ruary 11, 1903,
midnight mass.
M.
P. M.
Census
Director Durand of which is as folows:
Labor
A brilliant service was held at the
He names the following witnesses
"Resolved by the Senate and House
If you want anyratng on earn try
Catholic Cathedral at 9:110 a. in. when "
to prove his actual continuous adverse a
is
to
me
sems
almost
there
It
f
sir:
United
the
,.f
New Meilcdn Want Ad.
His Grace, Archbishop Pitaval pontipraont:.tivcH
ficated. Assisting him were the Rev. nothing more important in the entire stateg of America ln Congress
of statistics than vital statistics, Med T,iat lne senate and House of
Chancellor Joseph Pugens and the
Rev. Carlos Bobst, the Vlcar General because of their direct bearing upon Re,,;eBentatlVes of tbe United States
We Have Built Up
of
of this
Very Rev. Antaonio Fourchegu as as- the health and consequent welfare
hereby expresses approval
both
is
It
the
people.
certainly
movement and requests the favorsistant priest and the Rev. Jules
as master of ceremonies. The strange and shameful that the Uni- able consideration and action of the
archbishop preached two eloquent ted States should be so afr behind State authorities, to the end that
sermons, in English and in Spanish, the other leading countries of the the United States may attain a comdwelling with great feeling on the world in the registration of deaths, plete and uniform system of regispoverty of Christ and His love of the and even more so in the registration tration."
rich voice of births.
poor. The Archbishop's
The Registration Movement.
filled the vast edifice in the rear of
This leaflet is designed tor distri
The progress of the movement for
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Should be accompanied with so me little remembrance,
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low priced

novelties suitable for the purpose.
Year Day, we
To help entertain your callers
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and look
made. Gome in and enjoy some of thin music,
'
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should be a bower of blossoms every
A little
spring, summer and fall.
care will do wonders in transforming unattractive yards into beautiful
gardens. There is one garden in
this city, where on Christmas day,
its owner cut a boquet of large yel
low chrysanthemums, a bunch of
blue myrtle and several California
The chrysanthemums had
poppies.
the protection of a canvass during
very cold nights, while the myrtle
and poppies had no protection ex
cept being planted at the foot of a
stone wall with a south exposure.
Pansy blossoms protected by nothing
else but a heavy litter of leaves have
been picked in every month of the
year. There is one home that has
ereen ivy clinging to it in heavy
masses to the roof all winter long.
Roses, chrysanthemums and sweet
neas yield especially grateful returns
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IMPOSSIBLE IN NEW MEXICO.
ATTACK ON WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE.
One of every six voters in Adams 'for considerable treatment. Portland,
According to Denver papers, a confiK Itoolf thp
certed effort will be made to disfran- county, Ohio, is accused of having
chise women in the Centennial state. sold his vote at the last election. A name of "City of Roses," because its
humblest garden has its rose bushes
It has been found that human nature minister of the
gospel, a man owning and the
proudest home is surroundaverages the same among the women
men ed
mucn
voters as it does among the male property worth $50,ono and
by them. Santa Fe can do
voters. Female suffrage has brought prominent in business circles, sold to make itself the most attractive
in the southwest by
none of those civic reforms that had their votes for
prices ranging from residence city
Prohibition has failniantiTii? trees, shrubs and flowers
been predicted.
the
been
practo
This
has
$20.
ed to carry and some of the vilest and $7.50
and making beauty spots out of
most corrupt machine politicians have tice for many year3 and one year, yards and gardens that are now bare
been elevated to office either by, or 'when the central committees had an and unattractive.
despite female votes. The election usual large supply of money, $23 a
expenses of candidates have greatly vote was paid and the voters were
PRAISE FOR BAl.LINGER.
increased for it seems that the prac- placed in boats opposite the courtwestern press as a rule underThe
demand
workers
to
the highest
tical female political
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against
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the Ladies' Home Journal:
"Last week Secretary of the Interthen paid the citizen. It is only this
have
'I have voted since 1893; I state year that, a "perverse" district attor- ior Ballinger overruled that decisim
to live 14
been a delegate to the city and
ney had 1,500 of these purchasable requiring a homesteader
conventions, and a member of the Re- voters indicted and more than 500 consecutive months on his land befrom my
would
publican state committee
of them will be fined and disfran- fore commuting, a decision that
county; I have been a deputy sheriff chised for five years as a result have made every homesteader away
and a watcher at the polls; for twenty
Now comes also Mrs. Goddard of on leave of absence, return and starve
three years I have been in the midst Colorado and
on his
deposes that many wom- out fourteen months longer
in
movement
of the woman-suffragwestern
a
is
sell
one
of Colorado,
year
claim. But Ballinger
For years I believed in en voters
Colorado.
out to the Republicans and the next man who thoroughly knows the needs
woman suffrage and have worked day
once
to the Democrats.
of the pioneers, hence he saw at
In and day out for it I now see my year
work
would
to
moral
no
a
is
this,
There
such
requirement
especial
that
mistake and would abolish it tomorfor, conditions quite similar exi3t in untold suffering to the homesteaders
row if I could.
and in Mississippi and and he speedily overruled it.
"No law has been put on the stat- many states,
been
no bones
"Yet, it is a fact that he has
ute books of Colorado for the benefit adjoining commonwealths,
cursed' and abused more than any
made
are
at
about
all
disfranchising
been
has
children
that
women
and
of
The reason for
f
of the citizens by "law" be- man at Washington.
put there by the women. The child
a true friend of the
is
and
black
he
is
that
skin
cause
their
is
they
this
labor law went through independentare accustomed to vote the Repub- West, who has tried and is still tryly of the woman's vote. The hours of
But what right have ing to help the mountain states.
short- lican ticket.
not
been
women
have
working
states to speak of This has earned the hostility of the
from
those
of
school
teachers
people
ened; the wages
New Mexico, or Trusts and Wall Street grafters who
in
of
alleged corruption
have not been raised; the type
with daily
men that got into office has not im- of the initiative and referendum, of flood the subsidized press
of abuse because, forsooth,
of
ballot
and
secret
Australian
the
columns
a
bit.
proved
on
"As for the effect of the vote on other measures which seem to go the Hon. Richard Ballinger Insists
of
the
Interior
the
of
and being Secretary
women personally, I have known hand in hand with corruption
earth, whereas
scores of women who worked for the pollution of the electorate in other biggest country on
act
solely as secreworkto
and
one
him
want
states?
year
Republican party
they
a Wall Street
of
next
interior
year,
ed for the Democratic party
tary for the
ONE REASON FOR JOY.
telling me frankly that 'the Democrats
sky. scraper.
New Mexico can indeed be grateful
gave us more money."
CAUSE OF INSANITY.
"Frankly, the experiment is a fail- at this Christmas season that it did
the
ure. It has done Colorado no good; not make the mistake that Arizona
Homer Folks, secretary of
it has done woman no good. The best made, the mistake the radical Demo- State Aid Association of Colorado, in
thing for both would be if tomorrow crats wanted to force upon this t n address last week called attention
in lbs
the ballot for women could be abol- comonwealth.
No wonder the
to the disquieting fact that
of the
ished,
Republican laments as follows; past ten years the population
47.0
"MRS. FRANCIS W. GODDARD.
'The one notable feature of the dis- Centennial state has increased
of
insane
of
number
Colonial
Dames
of
the
the
"President
cussion of the statehood question by per cent, but
Colorado."
the people responsible for the pend- has increased 103.9 per cent, maning
ing constitution is their refusal to a total of 33,000 mentally deranged
discuss or consider the one question persons in the state, ore more than
FRIENDS OF THE VETERANS.
of Albuquer"The constitution may be the great- the entire population
The Republican party has proved
Las Vegas
Roswell,
It
written.
ever
document
be,
est
may
Fe,
Santa
the
a
of
friend
que,
itself at all times
enormous toveterans, of the men who in time of as the proponents of the constitution and Raton together, an
the
stress and danger offered their lives are so careless of their own interests tal when it is considerel that
in defense of the nation. As the lat- that they will elect incompetent men population of Colorado is still
from a million. Figures of that
est step toward the complete recog- to the legislature and will at the
nition of the claims of these veterans same time be so careful of their in- kind give point to the prediction that
Sullo-waterests that they will judiciously le- three centuries from now all of huupon the nation, Congressman
As to
has introduced a pension bill, gislate for themselves tnrough the manity will be "bughouse."
which the New Mexican has been as- initiative. It may be that democrats the causes of insanity, it is interestsured, will become a law at this ses- of such crooked character will be ing to note that Dr. Folks ascribed
One of the most elected to office; Arizona is not like- twenty-eigh- t
sion of Congress.
per cent to the use of
enthusiastic workers for its passage ly to elect men of any other party
He blames a
alcohol and drugs.
is Delegate to Congress W. H. An that the recall is imperatively neces- large percentage on "loose" living.
drews, who since he represents1 New sary to protect the people from their This disproves the statement of Dr.
too
Mexico at Washington, has aided five crooked officials.
N. Allen Starr "that we work
thousand veterans in the Territory to
"But of what consequence are these hard," for hard work does not drive
and In
obtain pensions or
important facts, if this inspired con- men crazy, in fact, it is at times the
creases and something like a million stitution will defeat statehood?
most potent preventative of insanity.
dollars a year are paid to veterans in
"Of what avail will this constitu- However when "hard" wor kis comNew Mexico. This new pension bill tion be under the territoriol form of
bined with "loose" living, the human
if it becomes law, will almost double
machine is bound to break down.
government?
same
time give
that sum and at the
and
the
asserted
is
"It
governor,
by
the veterans nothing more than what we believe him
With eggs selling in Santa Fe from
implicitly, that the
the nation owes them. The New Mexwill disapprove this consti- five to seven cents a piece, with the
ican on another page prints the bill president
The president's disapproval great majority of inhabitants of loand the report upon it by the commit- tution.
to all pending statehood cal poultry yards on an unbroken
end
an
put3
tee of invalid pensions. A rule has
Everybody of ordinary strike, it seems like a fairy tale to
been introduced which will assure the legislation.
of
bill being taken up before March 4. intelligence knows that there will not be told that W. Paul Stoechele
This bill, if enacted, will grant to all be another chance for statehood for Santa Rosa, California, in the past
nine months gathered 1,239 eggs
persons who served 90 days or over years to come."
from eight hens, and J. G. Cotton of
In the Civil War, or CO days and over
A SPENDTHRIFT
NATION.
the state of Washington In the same
in the Mexican war, and who have
The dear people growl about the period 1,305 eggs from nine hens.
reached the age of 62 years, a pension
of $15 per month; 65 years, $20 a robber tariff, the heavy burden of There i something delusive, evanesmonth; 70 years $25 per month; and taxes, the extravagances of a billion cent, when it Comes to hen and egg
75 years $30 per month. To carry out dollar government, and yet they will statistics, but it is reasonably certhe provisions of the bill will take spend more for alcoholic drinks in tain that hen nature like human naworld
$45,600,000 a year but with the in- one year than they pay in taxes for ture averages the same the
creased revenue coming from the the support of all governmental over and depends much on the treattariff and with a nation agencies, local, state and national. ment it receives. If one hen can be
growing in wealth, this sum ought not They complain about the high cost persuaded to lay 155 eggs in nine
to stand in the way of doing justice of living and yet they spend more for months for the California man, that
to the brave men who survive from beer than they do for life insurance. same hen with the same kind of
the great wars fought half a century They are apt to criticise the schools treatment would lay that many eggs
and more ago.
and colleges for their limited endeav- for a Santa Fe poultry raiser. The
ors and yet they spend more for to- chicken industry ought to thrive in
Charity covers a greater multitude bacco than they do for all the pub- this locality but like any other Indus
of sins today than it did two thou- lic and private schools, colleges and
try it must be understood and must
sand years ago. A professional swind universities taken together.
They be well managed to show a profit.
ler who bilked wealthy
Americans spend ten times as much for automoout of a fortune, was acquitted in biles than they do for the public
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
France last week, because he was health and even the candy bill is
Fe railway company has donated volkind and charitable to the poor. The
of
larger than the cost of hospitals,
$2,000 to the treasury
spectators in the court room, so the poorhouces and asylums. It is not untarily
lieu
of
in
taxes
from
county
Curry
were
bathed in tears as
cable said,
the rich who expend millions which it was exempt. This was from
the tales of his kindly deeds were told. only luxuries
but the poorest contri- a soulless and bloodless corporation
for
It is one of the paradoxes of human bute
millions in the aggregate for which is denounced by street corner
nature that the hand which would rob
a community is also the one that of- objects that are far from necessary agitators who would have a spell of
heart failure if they were compelled
ten Is most liberal and generous In and much less desirable.
to contribute $1.00 poll tax toward
spending the ill gotten wealth.
The best Christmas gift to the the public schools or $3.00 road tax
The newspapers all over the coun- country is the announcement that for better highways.
of the engineer
try are making much fuss because a the proposed strike
some spectacular splurDespite
fimily was found in Pittsburg, Pa., on western and southern railroads,
that Is getting along on $1.35 a day. which seemed so imminent, has been ges, the rebellion in Mexico Is pracSanta Fe has several hundred fami- averted. The engineers will receive tically crushed. It never had a
lies that manage to eke out a living an advance In wages of $120 a year chance to win and its main strength
on less than that, and who would not and since there are some fifty thous- was in the press agent it employed
be much, wrought up over the saying and of them, the railroads wll have to spread the news of Its
President Diaz still has
attributed by his enemies to the late to make up an additional $6,000,000 victories.
Benjamfk Harrison, that In some manner next year,. In order firm hand on the helm of the
a dollar a day is enoufh for any man. to make ends meet.
1
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United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notMASONIC.
ice of his intention to make final proof
Montezuma Lodge No in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
war communication! (26 Stats., S54), as amended by the
first Monday of eac! act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
month a Masonic hal 479,) and the said proof will be made
before Alfredo Montoya,
Probate
at 7.30 n. H.L
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
H. H. LORMAN,
Acting Master 9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-nBlanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
in sees. 35 and 36, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
He names the following witnesses
ccn
R. A. M.
Regular
vocation second Monday o; to prove his actual continuous adeach month at Masonic verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the surHall at 7:30 p. in.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P vey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespln, Paz
A.RTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,
N. M.
No Blanca,
Santa Fe Commander
Any person who desires to protest
1, K. T. Regular conclavt
i fourth
Monday in eac)) against the allowance of said proof,
-month at Sffronic Hall at or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
7:30 p m.
of the Interior Department why such
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection Nc. 1
the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month of that submitted by the claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening lr
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Register
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially Invited to attend.
Notice for Publication.
82.
W.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

one-hal-

Ari-zo-

Payne-Aldrlc-

h

I

d

J.

PALES.

L.

4.

HUGHES,

i.

President.

B. BEAD, Casniei.

FKAKK

JL

UK

Assistant Cashier.

KcKAKE,

itiiiiii lank

OF SANTA FE.

fha OMest Banking; Institution in
Naw&oxiGP. Established in 137
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

Transacts & general banking business in all Its branches.
Leans mney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coHatera! security. Buys and sells bonus anil
2 stocks is all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
C of money to aM parts of the civilized world en as libera) terms
s as are given by any money transsniting agency public or
5 private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
5 per cent per annum, on six months' er
years' time. Liberal
5 advances made on consignments of livestock and
products,
j; The bank executes ail orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aires to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respocts,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit bexes lor reat The patronage of the
5 oublic is re
ectylly selkite.

cross-examin-

JOHN

MAYES,

Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS,

32,

Secretary.

(013780.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4372
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office,
b. p. o. e.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E...
Notice Is hereby given that the Sol
holds Its regular session on the sec- lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
ond and fourth Wednesday of each tice of his Intention to make Una
month. Visiting brothers are Invited proof in support of his c!arm under
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
J. D. SENA.
Exaltei Ruler 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Secretary.
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, IT. S. Ct
ntghts of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and Sd 1910, viz: Maurlcio Sanchez, of Cuba,
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I. N. M for the claim 4372 In Sec 7.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
He names the following witnesses
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
F. W. FARMER.
township, viz:
Homestead No. 7829.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays, Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
Cuba. N. M.
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Any person who desire to protest
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulation
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
PAUL A. F. WALTER
that submitted by claimant
Attorney-at-LaMANUEL R. OTERO.
New Mexlc
Santa Fe,
Register.

THE

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

d

j

of the Best Hotels

One

i
j

Cuisine and
Table Service

j

j

Unex

j
j

celled

HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.
j

WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

s

Prices European Plan, $1.00
J C. DIGNE0,

Attorneys-at-La-

....

WASHINGTON AVENUE

The Claire Hotel

Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,

'

the West

Large Samplej
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

i

above-mentione- d

CHASE & SANBORN'S

WILLIAM McKEAN

in

ROOMS IN BUITK WITH PBIVBATE BATH

cross-examin-

....

$150,000
30.000

5
3

above-mentione- d

n

200.-00- 0

R.

a

God-d;.r-

e

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1910.

Up

Proprietor.

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
Taos,

New

Mexico.

Pure Coffee

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,

-

.

-

New Mexico

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice In the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of

the territory.
Las Cruces.

New Mexico

-

-

RENEHAN & DAVIE3
E. P. Davie
Attorneys at Law.
Practices In the Supreme and Dt
trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law i
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
A. B. Renehan

QNTEZUMA HOTELS

After You Have Tasted
"Chase

&

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.

Sanborn"

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

Seal Brand Pure Coffee,
Ordinary Coffee Does
Not Seem to Satisfy.
ALSO

CUISINE

Practice n the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New Merle

TEAS

G. W. PRICHARD

Boss Patent Flour is the

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
w

Every Room

a Good One.

B

BEST

124126
Montezuma Ave.

H. S. Kaune & Co.

Prop.

Capital Hotel
88

RATES 50c to
per day

$1,00

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of CapitO

BLACK

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING

ROOMGood Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT!
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

New Mexico

R. W. W1TTMAN

Santa Fe, N. M

La Salle Restaurant

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
In the TJ. S. Surveyo'- General's Office
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
-

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Two lioors below F. Andrews'

Investments
Linda, Mines, Bond & Stock.
Money Loaned for Investor.
We have for sale genera stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
other Business Opportunities throughout Taos county.

Store.

REGULAR MEALS 25c.

PROBERT & COMPANY

SHORT ORDERS

AT

ALL

HOURS

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00

French Noodle order

20c.

dish.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.

not coal.

Department of the Interfax.

Wells Fargo & Oompany
Express
Gwol Express Forwarders
.TO.

New York Chop Suey 20c. dish.

Bank References Furnished.
New Mexico
Taeg
STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
Physician & Surgeon.
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment.
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
Phone Red 43.

014351

IN THE CITY

GOOD

HANDSOME ROOMS

Practice la the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Court and before the U. S
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
-

G. LUPE HERRERA,

TELEPHONE

Attorney-at-La-

-

AND TABLE SERVICE

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELBOTRIO LIGHTS

EDWARD C. WADE

Offices.
Las Cruces

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDEfr RESTAURANTS

Attorney-at-La-

....

RATES

Proprietor.

C0R0NADO HOTEL

CHASE & SANBORN'S

E. C. ABBOTT

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

IMPEtittL LAUNDRY

All

Parts of the World.
Wells

Fargo
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
For Best Laundry Wori MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
basket leaves Monday Tuesday Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mex
J
Returns Thursday and Friday.
and all Foreigr Countries
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Mrs. PO. BROWN Agent,
Phone No. 23 Red
.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
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TUESDAY,

Not a Day in Bed

.UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

PER501L MENTIflTjj

TRUST CO.

&

Mrs. I. B. Hanna left today for El
Paso, Texas.
Matias Montoya of Cerrillos, is at
the Coronado hotel.
UmsH Kirk, of Cheyenne, iB here
on surveying business.
of
Miss Amada Ortiz
Estancia,
spent Christmas in Santa Fe.
,
r
"
um....6 m.u

50,000.00

Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
M. B. LAUGKLIN,

..,..

..-.-

John J. Fox, of St. Louis, the well
known millinery salesman, is at the

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

Palace.
Surveyor

Asst. Ceseier

W. E. GRIFFIN,

...

.

President

Gramling, S. C. In a letter from
Gramling, Mrs. Lula Walden sayg;
"I was so weak before I began taking
Cardui, that It tired me to walk just
a little. Since taking it, I do all the
housework for my family of nine, and
have not been in bed a day. Cardui
la iVie arfia Fact rarnflilv fnr irnman r, n
earth;
Weafc
need
It Is the ideal woman's tonic, because
it is especially adapted for women's
head- needs. It relieves backache,
ache dragging feelings, and other female misery. Try Cardui. A few
doses will show you what it can do
for you. It may be just what you
want.

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS
f

A. E. Compton came down
from Taos to spend ChristmaB holipany, who own a store at Dulce, Jica-rilldays here.
Apache reservation, were regisU.
S.
to
J.
assistant
Frank
Ivie,
tered at the Montezuma hotel yesterExaminer of S'rveys Kirkpatrick, is day.
at the Palace.
Miss Richie Seligman,
who has
Miss Clara Zimmerman Is a Christ- been
seriously ill at the sanitarium
mas tourist in the city. She is from for several
week3, was taken to her
Durango. Colo.
home
Chritsmas
evening. The news
Miss True came up from the Paof her steady Improvement has dejarito ranch in the Espanola valley,
lighted her many friends.
to spend the holidays here.
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of the
O. A. Larrazolo,
Democratic
the
:
leader, was registered at the Claire
CHAFING DISHES
atfer a periodical attack of the fever
PITCHERS
SILVERWARE
Christmas day.
He
PERCOLATERS
Miss Willie Coomer
is snendine ne contracted in the Philippines.
KITCHEN CABINETS
DUMB BELLS
GUNS
the Christmas holidays with her par- - tas J,ist returned from an official
WRITING DESKS
INDIAN CLUBS
BOXING GLOVES
trip to the Estancia valley.
ents at Estancia.
BRASS
BEDS
RAZOR STROPS
Awin
an
the
FOOTBALLS
Tipton,
inspector
District Attorney E. C. Abbot has
CENTER TABLES
TOILET SETS
Jnaian service, wun neaaquar
PUNCHING BAGS
returned from Estancia, Torrance ;uters at Los Angeles, California, but
CARVING SETS
VASES
REVOLVERS
caunty, where he attended court.
POCKET KNIVES
ANDIRONS
SKATES
Internal Revenue Collector Henry formerly of this city, where he was
MANICURE SETS
DRESSERS
RAZORS
P. Bardshar spent Christmas with a handwriting expert connected with
the court of private land claims, is in
TOOL SETS
ROCKERS
WATCHES
Mrs. Bardshar at Wagon Mound.
Fe on official business.
CARPET SWEEPERS
FANCY CHINA
SCISSORS
Judge John R. McFie has returned Santa
Frederick Warde. the noted trageBOOKCACE3
WATER SETS
TOY WAGONS
from
Torrance county,
Estancia,
dian, arrived here on the noon train
where he held two weeks court.
County Superintendent and Mrs. from Albuquerque with a company of
Our stock offers a great variety of Presents for every member of the
players who will be seen
John V. Conway are in attendance at twenty-twin
Elks
at
"Julius
theater
the
tonight
the Educational convention at Las
family. Let us show you our goods and quote you prices. See our barCaesar."
Vegas.
"E. D. Tittmann returned Wednes
gain table, It will pay you.
Superintendent of Pubic Instruc- day from El Paso where he met Mrs.
attion J. E. Clark is at Las Vegas
Tittmann and the children who have
tending the Educational Association been
living at Santa Cruz, California,
&
meeting.
for
the
past fifteen months. Mrs.
H. C. Hall of the rorestry service,
sisis
Tittmann
her
accompanied
by
accompanied by Mrs. Hall, are at the
of.
ter. Miss Mildred MacLanahan
Palace. His headquarters are at
Santa Cruz." County Advocate.
Colorado.
C. R. Burt, county school superin-Judgof
Rev. Lansing Bloom,
Sheriff Julius Meyer and Deputies
John R. McFie of Santa Fe, tendent of Torrance county, was here
W. C. Smith and William Henry of
Estancia, Torrance county, are at who has been pastor of the Presby- - yesterday from Mountainair. He is
terian church at Mesllla Park for on his way to Las Vegas to attend
the Claire hotel.
Edu-hi- s
Mrs. Max Nordhaus will be at home some time and who recently resigned the convention of New Mexico
An ideal form of investment is
to callers tomorrow afternoon, at the
pastorate, has received a call to cational association.
residence of her father, A. Staab, the Presbyterian circuit, of which Je- - j
a
in
Continued on Page Eight.
mez is the head, and will make his
East Palace avenue.
Ortiz
Pino
and
Mrs.
Pedro
Mr.
home in that town.
y
and Mr. and Mrs. Felipe Quintana reMrs. George Cabot Ward and her j
turned home today to Gallsteo, south- who has been pasctor of the Presby- ern Santa Fe county.
here from Long Island
Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Tomas Gonzales of
to spend the Christmas holinight
residents of days with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Abiquiu, well known
Rio Arriba county, were visitors in William
of New
Bayard
Cutting,
Santa Fe over ChristmaB.
and their brother, Bronson
York,
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Asplund went
of this
Mrs. Ward has
These certificates are issued for deposits of $50. and
to the Meadow City to attend the an- Cuttingfriends in city.
Santa Fe, where she
many
nual convention of the New Mexico
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of
spent the summer.
Educational association.
M.
ol
F.
Fifield,
CENT per annum, payable annually or
superintendent
Roland Harwell and Fred T. Gregg
of the New Mexico College of Agricul- schools, San Juan' county, and whose
are negotiable; good as collateral .security, and can be
ture and Mechanic Arts are here from home is in Aztec, was here yesterconto
on
his
attend
the
way
day
to
Yuletide.
Las Cruces
spend the
renewed at interest periods.
Hon. C. M. Compton, delegate in vention of the New Mexico Educawhichconvenes
from tional association
the constitutional convention
Call on us or write for further information.
Portales, Roosevelt county, was regis- today at Las Vegas.
tered yesterday at the Montezuma
Peal C. Miller, professor of houseThe
Bank
Fe.
hotel.
hold economics of the Agricultural
Charles W. G. college is visiting Mrs. C. D. Miller
District Attorney
R. J. Palen, President.
Ward of Mora, and San Miguel coun- on her way to Las Vegas to attend
was
from
for
here
Las Vegas
ties,
J. B. Read, Cashier.
the meeting of the Educational asChristmas. He is registered at the sociation. Mrs. Miller also goes to
Palace.
Vegas to read a paper on "Domestic
Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.
Max. Nordhaus, a leading Las Ve- Science in the Public Schools."
Christgas business man, spent the
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
mas holidays at the home of his
to his home on College
father-in-law- ,
A. Staab on East Pal- is confined
street with an attack of tonsllitis.
ace avenue.
C. W. Phillips, a business man of
Thomas White who had been in
at Mcintosh,
business
Torrance Alerdo, 111., is at the Montezuma hotel
Cor. Lincoln and Palace.
Professor George Martin, superincounty, has taken up his residence
nor
in Santa Fe and accepted a position tendent of the
with the Wood-Davi- s
Hardware com- mal school at El Rlto is in this city.
pany.
Visa Florence Spitz who is attendM. Wirt and J. C. Gomez, partners ing school at Notre Dame, Ind., has
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
in the firm of Wirt, Gomez. & Corn- - returned home for the holid-ijsmine run coal
.

a

.

Real Estate

INS URA

rrUf
rur

Surety Bonds

.

E

N C

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR N I S H E D,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
i
BUILDINGS,

Qanl
llB II I

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED
PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA

PRO-Fn-

n

Coin ches and
odie
large un improved
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH

RN- -

IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

O

A.

(C.

BISHOP.)

'

SanFranciscc St.

19

,

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

-

-

Fnone. Red Ho. 189

Don't Overlook New Year at the

FURNITURE
'What

Is iT For?"

A

FINE

CHIN AW ARE,

Full Line of Useful Gifts Such as

ROCKERS.

RUGS,

DESKS,

Presents that last, and prove a joy for years

And other furniture
Akers-Wagne-

STORE!

Present, and not one that the Recipient will ask

Useful

Give a Sensible,

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

DIRECTORS.

SUPPLY CO.

FE HARDWARE

SANTA

e

son-in-la-

j

Investments.

i

J

A. B. RENKHAN

President,
SANTA

J. B. HAYWAED
Manager.

E. P. DAVIS,

GEO. M. KINSELL,

SecY-Trea-

FE ABSTRACT. REALTY

s

THE

B INSURANCE AGENCY.

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
We draw LEGAL
INSURANCE.
& COLLECTIONS,
to
RENTS
PAPERS, attend
MONEY
clients.
PLACE
for
LOANaud
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,

T

19

National Bank
First OF
SANTA FE.

J

,We

Room

Certificate of Deposit

J

WATCH

four per

semi-annual-

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

THIS

First National

MULLIGAN &

Mim

J

Funeral Directors &
Licsnsed Emhalmers
130

daphoht

PICTURE FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AN0

PALACE

SATISFACTORILY

AVE

DONE.

Spanish-America-

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

n

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever (cave.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with gracej
I
I'll suit the contour 'your face,
J
My razor sharp and c sors keen,
ana
clean
lowelsare
neat
Is
My shoe
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the taste and please the mind.

T.

V.

IKS'

11

'

BATH ROOM

7Q

ROBERT S

O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

N M

THE PERFUME
MEMORY

lOOD'YS HACK LINE
From

outlast the year.

Leaves
the north bound train and arrive
Taos at 7 p. m.

are elegant but not expensive.

We have a triple extracts

that almost

SUNDRIES
STORE

AT THIS

at

lent

Eir7
FARE gST S5.00

Successors to

It you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

If you went anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

THE GREAT WAGENHALL
AND KEMPER SUCCESS

eooi mm

Miga

Stripling-Burrow- s

AB

ft

M SI mi km
tstert feiiued

TfepbM
year

nrrang'

ALE. WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, MtOM
ROOT BEER, KLOKZHKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
NENRY K.RJCK, PrwrtrMr
Mil feeeu tStuMl tr.

irteka

LrzaiacgnTTiiriTintgTitiMWiiiitiiKiittii.i.iwxc"tiiriitiiiiniiUi.i....tXMiiriimnniujijm

Comp?ete Equipment

PHARMACY

DELGAD0, Mgr.

OFT DRINKS

AS PRODUCED 2 YEARS ASTOR THEATRE NEW YORK
SIX MONTHS GRAND OPERA HOUSE CHICAGO

THE CAPITAL

Y.

1Q

OUR DELICATE PERFUME
FOR HOLIDAY TIME

Barranca on the arrival ol XMAS GIFT

to Mb.3
T2aln.gr
eaa.grex Cor&foxtWbl.

THOMAS

m

--

Is like a halo that's ever round us.
His pack may-b-e
heavy, but it's never
too large to carry.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

J
Wth

THURSDAY DECEMBER

OF SANTA'S

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

-

COAL YARD

YARD ON EiCKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

ATKE

MM

&

of building material

.

FIRST CLASS

of Santa

SPACE

Prof. VICTOR

IOC

RED

ly,

Special Scenery

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Carefully Selected New York Cast

R. V. BOYLE Mgr.

.
Co.

try PRICES: LOWER

24

FLOOR

$1.50.

BALCONY

n

$1.00 AND 75c. SEATS

ON

SALE

AT

USUAL

PLACE

CLAREHDON POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. Uhlckens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome (ood
(terms nor Ptomaine poisoning.
only. No chance of Tuberculosis
A FEW FAT HENS FOR KAT1NU.

m

our ciectric service
,

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ae Agents cw?
Santa Fe Water

Opemtioa
AND

Light Company
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illness, it is often necessary
quickly to raise the temperature of a
room. For instance, in those hours
between midnight and dawn, when
the day temperature has been allowed
to drop, if you are called upon to
get up, the room is chilly and cold.
It takes a long time to start up a
furnace or fire and raise the temperature by ordinary means.
You can instantly heat a room to
any desired temperature with a
like

Pacific

(K.eail

In Sudden Emergencies
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8. W. Ry. train both Nortu'.aud'Soutb,;
iOonuects au dolfax with E. P.
SStane for Van Houtgn X, M. meets trains at Preston N.iM.
51. M., ;al 9:00
M,
M..
for MUzabetbtowa,
m, dally except
SUi?j le.iv3 Ute Purls.
iinrinyj. Fare it oo one way $3.50 round trip: fifty pound baggage carried free.
I'es M:ines, N, M-- . for the south at 11,11 p. in. larrlvas from Itbe
O. AS. train le.re
South at 4:38 a. m.
&

j.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

M.

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

oivpe heat and with One filling

nnJi-tl- v

of the font bums

or smell. Has automatsteadily for nine hours, without smokewhich
ic-locking
prevents the wick
flame spreader
from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove
and drop back, so the wick can be cleaned in an instant. It has a
cool handle and a damper top.
a
filler-caAn indicator always shows the amount of oil in the font. It has
which does not need to be screwed down ; it is put in like a cork in a bottle, ana is
attached to the font by a chain.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, because of a new
device in construction, and consequently it can always ba easily unscrewed in
an instant for rewicking.
The Perfection Oil Heater is finished in Japan or nickel. It is strong, durable
and well made, built for service, yet light and ornamental.
write for descriptive circular
ifJ tint el jvoars.
'
neuter. r.wHuhtr
p
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j
(interest is not once relaxed.
There 1b not a dull moment in
"Paid in Full"; pathos and humor
run side by side. Episodes of power
and depth are accentuated by genu-ine comedy. The play is essentially
an entertainment and it is the most
amusing drama now before the public.
It will be presented here by one of
the five companies that appeared in
it in New York city, a feature that
more
makes the engagenment the
notable.
Local playgoers should not
miss this great play with its great

J

1

ca st.

HETTY GREEN'S SON
ON GOVERNOR'S STAFF.
Chief Executive of Texas Will Have
a Millionaire and Plutocrat in
Official Family.
Austin, Texas, Dec. 27. E. H. R.
Green, the son of and now the business manager for Hetty Green, one of
the world's richest women, has accepted an office on the staff of Gov
ernor-elec- t
He will be a
Colquitt.
lieutenant-colone-l
and he will have
his measure taken for a uniform, or,
to be more accurate, for several fatigue and dress uniforms.
"Of course," said Mr. Green, "I
have not made any fuss about accepting the offire. but I shall be at the
inaugural ball on January 17th; isn't

-

j

J

ff

that the date? Notwithstanding all
opinions regarding my right to ride
on railway passes and still be a
colonel in the National Guard of
Texas, nothing will prevent me from
to the nana apney oj i
taking the job on the governor's personal staff. It is all right, for while
I am in uniform, I am not riding on
(Incorporated)
passes, and as there is no compensa- six months, at least GOO enlisted men
ma
Collilion, M. G.
h
tion to the office, I am told there can of the Twenty-seconnow
1
Castillo, Luis del
infantry,
be no objection to my having a rail stationed here, will have ssrvel the
Chaves, Francisco Gonsalez y
road pass. So there you are."
term of their 'enlistment and will be
Dolphin, Thomas
Mr. Green owns the Texas Midland
from the army. As a nue
(3)
Duke, Chestr C.
railroad. He will stay in Texas until discharged
Duran, Mariano
these men enlist again, either in thn
Mr.
after
Colquitt's inauguration, same regiment and company or in
(2)
Green, Clara
"You may say for me that Texas '
of
few
the
other
Gallegos, Joseines
Ve'y
regiments.
looks mighty good, and that the finan-- ;
men now receiving their discharges
Gutierres, Narciso
cial conditions here are better than
Garcia, Julianita
in the Twenty-seconin the east. On the whole, Texas is are
in
reason
the
lies
the
and
Hill, J. B.
infantry,
29th when the United Play company worth everything that has been said
Modern society dramas, farce
fact that in the foreign service the
Laan, Jack
could
who
man
about
state.
the
Any
owes
York
New
a
with
offers it
cast,
the
melodramas,
inducements.
Islands
offer
Nabarro, Ypolito
great
the
is
what
temporary
say
causing
Fifteen years abroad is equal to
comic operas and the whole retinue its fame as the greatest American
Ortiz, Encarnacion
depression in the financial circles of
Ortiz, Margarita
in thirty years' service in the United
of theatrical offerii gs have been pre- drama of the age to qualities that the east, and it was published
Another reason why the
Pearson, Albert
sented in abundance for the past few make it entertaining to persons of the morning, would be receiving by States.
Parsons, Roy
seasons, they have come and gone; every taste. Because of this general noon all sorts of inducements to soldiers are flocking to the foreign
Ribla, Gravida
none or very few have been strong appeal it possesses greater populari- come to New York at a salary great- service is that an increase of twenty
Simson, Mrs. Jake
enough to stand a second presenta- ty than any play ever known to the er than the President of the United per cent in their pay is allowed. They
States is receiving. But I think the are given the same allowance fori Scarborough, E. L.
tion and none have been able to hold American stage.
"Paid in Full" is too expansive and New Year will bring conditions that clothing as in the states, whereas the
Sandoval, Meliton
the public interest season after seaactual need for clothes is less. In ths
Trujillo, Hilario
son but the grand old Shakespearean sweeping to narrow its interest to are worth the while, so to speak."
i
foreign service the annual maneuvers
Trujilo, Eloisa
dramas have become classics and any one class or set of persons. Its
TAKE
CARE.
are dispensed with, and this is also a
in
is
It
universal.
reach
Valencia, Juan
still
educated
the
classes
pictures
among
Remember that when your kidneys feature that pleases the soldier.
Wilson, Chas.
have a hold and following when pre- - bold colors the real existence of
are affected, your life Is In danger,
In calling for these letters pleaat
M. Mayer, Rochester, N. Y.. says: "My
state whether "advertised" or not.
trouble started with a sharp shooting
HOTEL ARRIVALS
B. C. BURKE,
pain over my back which grew worse
Postmaster.
daily. I felt sluggish and tired, my
Palace.
C. W. G. Ward, Las Vegas; H. C. You Must Read This If You Want the
kidney action was irregular and infrequent,
i started using Foley Kid- Hall, Forest Service; A. E. Compton,
Benefit.
ney Pills. Each dose seemed to put City; William Fraser, Valdez; Louis
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., suf
new life and strength into me, and H. Kirk, Cheyenne; W. A. Tipton,
with a severe case of lumbago.
now I am completely cured and feel City; Myron T. Fifield, Aztec; John fered
The pains were so intense I was forc
better and stronger than for years." J. Fox, St. Louis; Miss True, Pajarito ed to
hydomerlc injections for relief.
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
Ranch; Roland
Harwell, Fred T. These attacks started with a pain in
ZimmerMesilla
Clara
Gregg,
Park;
the small of my back which gradually
BULLETIN OF AGRICULTURAL
man, Durango, Colo.; Frank J. Ivie, became fairly paralyzing. My attenEXPERIMENT STATION. City.
tion was attracted to Folev'a Kidney
The time of year is at hand when
Claire.
Remedy and I am glad to say after
the rabbits will begin to do damage
Mrs. G. Kelly, Estancia; J. M. Lee,
this wonderful medicine I am
to young shade and fruit trees where Trinidad; Julius Myer, W. C. Smith, using
no ".onger bothered In any way by my
they are not protected by some William Henry, Estancia; G. W. old enemy lumbago." Sold at Capita)
means. Considerable loss occurs each Sheron, Morlarty; L. P. Upton, So
Pharmacy.
year by the rabbits girdling the trees. lano; Mr. and Mrs. Tomas Gonzales
G.
W. Victor, Denver; J. J.
Painting the trunk of the trees with Abiquiu;
either of the washers mentioned in Peyer, Rinconada; Louis Straus, New
EL PASO, TEXAS
the following formulas will prevent York; Earl Horn, French; O. A. Larra-zolo- ,
MoriE.
C.
Las
Gardner,
Vegas;
the injury if properly done and in
arty; H. J. Sandoval, Albuquerque.
time.
Montezuma.
Formula No. 1. Slack in water
J. I. Ferguson, Encino; Charles L.
over night the quantity of unslaked
lime needed for the work. In the Burt, Mountainair; C. W. Phillips,
111.; Emmet Wirt, Dulce; J.
morning add enough water to make Alerdo,
a good thick wash. Stir the mixture C. Gomez, Dulce; S. Whilhite, Austin,
Lowest Holiday Rate and
H. J. Cunningham, City; C.
well, and to each 2
gallons of the Texas;
M. Compton, Portales; Frank Lamy,
Quickest Time Via
wash and two tablespoonsful of Paris
Buck Langhorne, Rich
green. Take care to mix well in the Espanola;
Va.
wash. Apply to the trunk of the tree mond,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
Coronado.
with an ordinary paint brush; keep
Matias Montoya, Cerrillos; M. de
the wash stirred up so the ingredients
Al
will not settle to the bottom of the Herrera, Conejos, Colo.; Benigno
derete, Isleta; F. D. Duran, Ortiz, Co
Twelve hour daylight
pail.
lorado.
Formula No. 2. Slack the lime as
train each
above and stir in just before using in
LETTER LIST.
f
place of the Paris green from
List of letters remaining uncalled
pound to one pound of arsenate of for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. Dates of sale Dec.
A
to
each pailful of the wash.
lead
M., for week ending December 24, 1910.
and Jan. 1st and 2nd.
handful of salt added to the wash will If not called for within two weeks 30-3- 1
make it stick better to the trunk of the they will be sent to .the dead letter
tree. Apply this wash in the same office at Washington.
Good returning until
manner as in No. 1.
B. Mr. Mark,
Formula No. 3. Take equal parts Baca, Hilario D.
January 3rd. 19il.
of unslaked lime and cow manure
water to make a thick
sented by an arttist in an acceptable many men ana women in every and add enough
wash, and apply with a brush. This
manner.
American city. If the lives of the makes a
cheap and effective remedy
this fact Manager persons in "Paid in Full" be not our to keep rabbits from gnawing young
Recognizing
Michael Stanton, of the Elks theater, own, they certainly are those
of trees.
Formula No. 4. Make a wash of
has secured for tonight Frederick many we know, with whose struggles
Warde, than whom no greater actor and purposes we have intimate un equal proportions of sulphur, stove
and unslaked lime. Put in
of Shakespearean plays lives today, derstanding.
The
strikes soot,
play
in a spienaia production or the great- - ; home; it grips our sympathies. No enough water with these ingredients
est of all Shakespearean tragedies, j one can see "Paid in Full" and not to make a thick paint. Apply with
Julus Caesar," with all the sumptu- - feel its intense humanity. While the a brush in the ordinary manner.
It takes no extraordinary skill or
ou3 scenery, costumes
and careful characters are real they are not
to historical details char-- 1 monplace. The persons are those of practice to make and use any of the
actenstic of Mr. Warde s productions the kind who do things, whose ac- washes given in the above formulas.
DENVER.
COLORADO SPRINGS,
PUEBLO 1
and supported by the best company of j tions go far in Bhaping many desti- - All the care that will be necessary
will be to mix .them carefully and aparnsts possmie to obtain.
nies. Mr. Walter has
$15.80
$13.60
$12.25
presented
Paid in Full."
these persons with a vigor and dis ply in a workmanlike manner. In
two
of
ounces
1
"
formulas
and
2,
in
"Paid
Full the Eugene Walter tinctness that produce startling realLAS VEGAS
TRINIDAD,
RATON,
.
..
.
nlnv tliat will
n Vll.a mm, tt t
may be added instead of
i., v, cr,r,r, ft
iie carries tnem through a strychnine
jm
$11,50
$4.50
$10.50
theater Thursday night, December j story of absorbing fascination whose the Paris green or arsenate of lead.
J. E. MUNDELIi.
'

Continental Oil Company

Vwfj asiBwM

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!

,

4

-

i

East or West

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

EXCURSION FARES

Rate of one fare for Round
trip between all stations

and return

on the

$16.40

piO rRANDB.

2

TICKETS ON SALE
Dec.

j

con-edie-

Southwestern System

The Bast Route

Players

Plays

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee ,
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

SI Paso

d

$$imm Smm

23,m, 25, 26&3l

Also January lst.&2nd.

direction

one-hal-

23-24--

GO TO- -

CALIFORNIA
VIA THE SANTA FE

WINTER TOURIST RATES
Ol

ON SALE NOWg

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

)

R

pn!

san:prancisco,:

56.90J

CITY OP MEXICO, m.lo,
PHOENIX, ARIZ, 845.55
Liberal atop-ove"'privileges
Liag titm limit
and
Tourist Sleepers.
Pullman
Through
Comfortable Chair Cars, Steam"
Heated and E ectric Lighted.
r

SANTA PE ALL THE WAY.

For further iaformation,otiaietabes

HOLIDAY

EXCURSION

RATES

i

t

V.

L PASO,

and

SOLDIERS FLOCKING TO
THE FOREIGN SERVICE
27.
Houston,
Texas, December
A problem that is causing some
worry is confronting army officers at
Fort Sam Houston? Within the next

Pullman reservation, call kon or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW
T7. S. mall and paarvmHnff
vsw
0 thn
engeru between Vaughn, N. M., and
RoseU, N. M., connecting with the
I El Paso & Southwestern and Hock Island rtailroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaugfrn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
tn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Ttxnrntra allowance of EO bs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of

jfe

per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished te accommodate any numter of passengert
to make special connections with an?
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate foi
special $40.00 to accommodate four of
fewer passengers to either point.
$5.00

25

Rosy as

1- -

Wpm. IX

K' f

a Girl

Summit, N. '. In a letter received
from this place, Mr. J. W. Church, the
notary public, says: ( "My wife had
been ailing for nearly 12 years, from
female ailments, and at times, was
unable to leave the house.. She suffered agony with her side 'and back.
We tried physicians for years, without
relief.
After these treatments all
failed, she took Cardui, and gained in
weight at once. Now, she is red and
rosy as a school girl." Cardui, as a
tonic for, women, has brought remark-

able results. ' It relieves pain and
misery and is the ideal tonic for young
and old. Try It. At druggists." '

J. W. STOCK ARD,' MANAGER

pi

$17.90

ALBUQUERQUE
$4.60

BELEN

$4.50

One and one third fare to all other
points in New Mexico and Colorado.

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23rd, 24th,

25th, 26th, 30th and 31st, and
January 1st, and 2nd. 1911.
Final Return Limit, Jan. 3rd; 1911.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Santa Fe, N.M.

1:

V

H. S. LUTZ. Agent

I

i.

aw

&j
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WISE COUNTRYMEN

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION.

KEEPING

PAGE NINE

It

M.

PAGE NINE

RECORD STRAIGHT.
COULD NOT DENY IT.

Oh, hobbla sown.

FINDING A
SOLUTION

Peach basket hats.
And
shoes.
And heaps of rata,
We write these few
Short lines to you
To keep the record
Straight, we do.
We long to have
Tou understand
We love the girls
To beat the band.
Not because they
Wear things like yoa,
But in spits of
That fact, we do.
hlgh-beele- d

Hen's Teeth.

"Your composition, as a whole,"
said the professor of literature, "deserves a great deal of praise, but I
must object to the expression,
'as
fine as hens' teeth;' It Is not merely
uncouth, but also suggestive of nature
faking; for It Is common knowledge)
that hens' teeth do not exist."
"I don't see why they don't exist,"
muttered the composer; "don't combe
Mrs. Corntoeael Here is a letter
Caroline So you do not believe in
from Cousin John, whose family was early marriages? Tou think a man have teeth, and don't hens have
eombs?"
us
the whole summer.
Visiting
ought to have made his way first, I
Mr.
Cornt08aeP- -I
reckon that suppose.
they've moved Into a flat and oant
Hobartr To tell the truth, what
Some Kicking.
entertain us this winter.
weighs chiefly with me is that the
actress says she will earn
That
later one marries the less time one enough money on the stage to put
has to outlive one's Illusions.
Manuel back on the throne of PorTOO HASTY.
tugal."
"Makes a regular football of ManAFTER THINKING IT OVER
uel, doesn't it?"
"How

sor

"The revolutionists kicked him off
the throne and she is going to kick
him back on."

"It's expensive to do your work
well," sighed the serious young woman as she unpacked her trunk.
"Grandmother used to tell us. Sue,
that work worth doing was worth doing well," said the other young woman,
reprovingly.
"Not, when dealing with artistle

temperaments that's different," declared Sue. "Grandmother never kept
books for artists. The next position
I talra will ha tc Ith a ll
Knoln.,.
man. The simple life at Spring BluS,
among celebrities, appealed to me. I
didn't understand artistic mathemat- ios then. As for the simple life part
of it the pump was almost too much
for me. I feel that I have aged a great
deal during the summer,
"Just Imagine doing all the buying
j
'
and all the errands for thirty-fiv- e
per--j
sons all artists! Think of bringing
back from town everything from tubes
of paint to buckets of cement, besides

tr""

"I will ask you," said the lawyer,
who was trying to throw doubts on
the testimony of a witness, "if you
have ever been indicted for any offense against the law?"
"I never have, sir."
"Have you ever been arrested on a
charge of any kind?"
"Never."
"Well, have you ever been suspected of committing a crime V
"I'd rather not answer that question."
"Ha! You would rather not.
I
thought so. I insist upon you're answering it. Have you ever been suspected of crime?"
"Yes, sir; often. Every time I come
home from a trip abroad the customs
inspectors at New York city suspect
me of being a smuggler."

health."

good

"You don't suppose I could enjoy
poor health, do you?"
"You could if you were a new doctor in a strange community. Mornin'."

e

"Things ran themselves last year.
That's why they wanted me to go this
year. It looked good to me to draw
a salary and camp out at the same

"Mornin'."

Not Reasonable.

Josh Meddera Dont never man?
too hasty, Bill, like I did!
Bill 8wampy Like yew did! 'Why,
Too courted Sally Perkins fer seven
Mrs. Sleepyville Come, George, get
years before yew married herl
Josh Madders Keerect, Bill! But 1 up. It's five o'clock. You said you
beckon now I wuz too hasty by about wanted to get up early this morning
and mow the lawn.
Aorty years.
Mr.

Sleepyville
Well,
(yawning)
rve slept on It, 'n' changed m min'.
Snrich!
(Which, being interpreted,
stands for a snore.)

ON THE LINKS.

GETTING INTO CONDITION.

"Why is It that blondes always have
the preference over brunettes?
It
Isn't fair!"
"But can you reasonably expect
brunettes to have a fair show?"

"After we had been there about two
weeks I told the artists that the expenses were running too heavy. No
one paid the slightest attention to my

Edith You look tired, dear.
Ethel Tired!
Why, I'm almost
Jjead! I walked all the way out hen
from my house fully half a mile!
-

FROM

ARCHERY TO GOLF.

Parmer Greene Hurry up. Josh,
and git inter the cyclone cellar!
Young Greene Not a bit, pop! College opens next week, and this Is a
rare opportunity to get Into condition
for the preliminary football practise.
AFFLUENCE

tones Cupid, the frolicsome laddie,
With quiver and arrows would call.
he now takes a man for a caddie,
Bat
'
And uses his heart tor a ball.

1

Grace had

Marjorle

suit made to order.

her

bathing

Myrtle Then she must have sent
her little sister to be measured for

It

rve

The Last Time,
been away

And lost the thread
Of things. Did Men- -

Ellk stay dead?

What Hath the Telephone Wrought!
The elderly stranger, by invitation
NO CHANGE TO AGREE.
of the superintendent, was addressing
the Sunday school.
"How many can tell me," he asked,
"which is the longest chapter in the
Bible T"
money will come from somewhere.'
Many hands went up.
"This little boy may answer," he
"After this I did not worry about expenses. If the others were willing to said, pointing his finger at an urchin
make up the deficit It was none of my In one of the seats near the front
affair. I began to enjoy the simple "Which is the longest chapter In the
life and art education I was aacquir-ing- . Bible
"Psalm double one nine!" shouted
Then the pump gave out! All
the water was pumped up from a Tommy Tucker.
spring at the foot of the bluff. That
pump had to be mended at once.
A Faulty Diagnosis.
" 'Mr. Cobalt, Just a minute. The
"The
with you," said the
trouble
pump has given out.'
after he had removed his ther"'Well, Miss Sue, for your sake I doctor,
wish I was an engineer but I am only mometer from beneath her tongue, "Is
you have a subnormal temperaa painter. Maybe the water la too that
low or the pump la broken. I do not ture."
"I don't consider that a serious
understand these practical things.'
she coldly replied. "I am
symptom,"
"'Mr. Vandyke,' I called as I saw from Boston."
him going toward the hills.
'The
pump the pump!'
" 'Not today,' he said. 1 am sketchJudge And Is. there no chance for
Catering to the Public.
an agreement?
ing the hills with th beautiful color
"See here," said the theatrical manForeman of the Jury (rising)
among the trees. It's an ugly pump ager,
have to cut out these old
Waal, If your honor will give me back and would not make a pretty picture.' Jokes.""youH
the gun that was took from me when
" 'But it won't work, Mr. Vandyke-- It's
"But what am I to use In their
we was locked up, I reckon I kin bring
broken.'
place?"
queried the comedian.
these here 11 onery critters to time
"'Then go to the beautiful spring
"Substitute some older ones," reIn less than five minutes, but there surrounded
mosses
by old stones and
m. "The publlo likes a
plied the
ain't no chance for an agreement while
so simple, so picturesque! '
change once In a while."
Tax lackln' a strong argument
"Here is where I gave up hankering
after the simple life. It looked to me
like letting the other fellow worry.
Conversely.
WICKERSHAM TELL8 THIS ONE.
I sent to town for a man and found
"What is happiness?" was recently
that the pump only needed a washer." asked of John D. Rockefeller.
Attorney General Wickersham Is a
"Is all this why you came home a
"Giving it," he replied, eplgram-atlcallfolgreat story teller. He brought the
If that Is so, how may we
month sooner than you expected?"
lowing tale back from the northwest
"No, my dear. At the beginning of epigrammatlze about unhapplness?
and told it at the White House:
Unhappiness, perhaps, is getting It
the third month I again called Mr. PalA man there was who was In mortal
ette's attention to the steadily grow- or keeping it or getting it to give
fear of his wife, especially when he
Life.
ing deficit
Indulged In spirits to excess and for"'Always thinking of business!' he
to
home
got
until the early hours said. 'The table has been excellent
go
A 8EASIDE SUBSTITUTE.
of the morning. One night he drank Did
you ever see such coloring In
until he became hilarious, and It was clouds?
I must get my paints at
in the small hours of the morning that once."
he reached his home. He gained an
first, please, levy a poll tax
entrance without arousing his sleep- or "'But
do something about these accounts.'
ing spouse.
"'Oh, they'll come out all right
Shoeless ne climbed the stairway, We've
only another month to remain
opened the door of the bedroom, en- here. You must come with us every
tered and closed It after him without
being detected. Just as he was about year.'
" Tell me where to cut expenses
to get Into bed his wife, half aroused
now, please,' I begged.
from her slumber, turned and sleepily
" "How much Is It? I hate accounts.
said: "la that you, Fidor
'
russet colors
Those
The husband, telling the rest of the)
" We are short about f 50 I said.
story, replied: "For once in my lite I
"What! So much? Er let me see
had real presence of mind. I licked
that's about what we pay you. Th
her hand."' Washington Herald.
simplest way out and It saves figuring Is Just to let you go. Saving your
BAD BUT TRUE.
month's salary would Just fix things.
Yon have got everything to going so
nicely that I think w can do without
but you must corns to us next
yo

t

y.

U
ojivef

tMjooTm

j

SPOILED HIM
Wtgga They say farmers saw
making plenty of money nowadays.
Waggs Yes; why, up my way the
farmers give diamond pins and rings
as favors at their husking bees.

160

& Co.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatent3 furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewrlters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone Black 231.
the

th. n.t

n n.n.rnrl

Anll

lOAO.
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NOW, THEREFORE, I. LAWRENCE
0. MURRAY, Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify that THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
FE, located in the City of Santa Fe.
In the County of Santa Fe, and Territory of New Mexico, is authorized to (
have succession for the period specified in its amended articles of association; namely, until close of business
on December 2, 1930.
First City Boarder (at country
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF witstore) Isnt that a pretty country girl ness my hand and Seal of office this
In the calico dress? I'll bet she's as second
day of December, 1910.
good as she looks.
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY.
Second City Boarder You can't alComptroller of the Currency.
ways put faith In everything In print
EVER

SINCE.

cv- -

(Seal)
Charter

No. 1750.

Extension

No. 17C7.

Notice for Publication.
of

Department

the Interior,

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
December 14, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Pascual
Vianueva, of Gallsteo, N. M., who on
August 4, 1905, made homestead enNE
for NW
try, No.
NW 4 of section 15,
and SE
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver U.
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., en
the 8th day of February, 1911.
Claimant names as witness:
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
Cruz Archuleta, til of Gallsteo, N. M.,
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
IT. S.

r

;

tent
Garcia.

and

FOR RENT Six room furnished
house best location in town. Lease
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson

K

warning.

" 'Mr. Palette,' I said when I could,
get a chance at him, 'will you please
look over these accounts?'
" 'What do I know about business T
he said.
'Just fix them up to suit
yourself.
Things never went so
smooth before. Just look at that sun
set. What color!"
"I found that the sun was usually
sinking or rising or that the moon was
taking an active part In the camp's
affairs. So it was no use to go to Mr.
Palette about business matters.
" 'Mrs. Brush, we'll have to cut out
Ice cream and other such luxuries
we're getting behind, I said to her.
"'Don't,' she replied, 'The children
are so fond of those things. You're
always worrying about expenses. The

Rooms

"Mr. Timid wants to borrow
lawn mower."
"No; tell him we won't lend it, but CERTIFICATE REEXTENDING
CHARTER.
if he needs exercise he can come over
nd out our grass."
Treasury Department,
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
SHE WAS IN PRINT.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, it has
been made to appear that THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
located in the City of Santa Fe, in the
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
New Mexico, has complied with all
the provisions of the Act of Congress "to enable National Banking Associations to extend their corporate
existence, and for other purposes,"
approved July 12, 1882, as amended

time.
Exchange of Courtesies.
"Mornin', Rlggs."
"Mornin", Griggs."
"I hope you're
enjoying

RENT

House for bouBekeeplng.

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
all modern conveniences, 216 Grant

ONLY EXPLANATION.

bundles of laundry, some to
charge, some to make change for and
some to be forgotten!"
"Who did all these things last
year?" Inquired her friend.
uurty-nv-

FOR
j

8439-0690-

4

4

five-yea- r

Virginia I suppose you and Harry A SIMPLE SAFEGUARD
FOR MOTHERS.
have been thrown together a good deal
Mrs. D. Gilkeson, 326 Ingles Ave..
lately?
Grace Yes; ever since he got hit Youngstown, Ohio, gained wisdom by
new automobile.
"My little girl had a seexperience.
vere cold and coughed almost continuously. My sister recommended
BAD BOY.
Foley's Honey and Tar. The first dose
I gave her relieved the Inflammation
in her throat and after using only one
bottle her throat and lungs were entirely free from Inflammation. Since
then I always keep a bottle of Foley's
Hoeny and Tar In the house. Accept
no substitute. Sold by Capital Pharmacy.
TO AND FROM HOSWtLt.
Connection made with AutomobHe
ilno at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. in. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 s, m.
and arrives at Vaughn r.t 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

If you want anything on earth try
Father (as he is 'about to lick html
This is going to hurt me mora than a New Mexican Want Ad.
tfs going to hurt yon.
The Boy You're a liar!
NO

PROBLEM AT ALL

year."

"So yon paid the deficit?"
"Yes. The simple life always has
to be paid for by some one. Mrs.
Brush said the money was bound to
come from somewhere."

Helen She's a great favorite wtth
very girl here.
Marjorle Indeed! Why?
Helen Because she's so mannlsh-fcc&ln-

g.

Dealing With Human Beings.
If men were wooden pegs we could
move them as we pleased. As they
am human yon must treat them as
Revamped.
is so much good In the best of ua,
humans, and remember they have There
M
Karl in thj, wrtra,
ail
nih
vanities and tender hearts and are
call tt an age of
WhyA not
amenable to. reasou. .
W tt im at thatf specialization

Annual

Convention,

American

National

Livestock Association

A

A

"Don't you think that for an ugly
man Lucky is awful vain since h
eame back from his vacation?"
"Tes; but yon know he was at a
summer resort for three weeks and
pas the only man there."
' '

Quess.

toor

H wanted a hat.

Hid wife did, too!

'

Whloh got a new HT
I leavs it to you!

$

Poor Man.
EDenpeck nersr will be
sever will, atedkl

First Cannibal I don't see why
there should be so much talk about
that story of Jonah and the whale.
Second Cannibal Neither do I; yon
sod I have swallowed men ourselves.

f,

all bis children are the kind
Chat button up the baok.

Something In a Name '
)
"Pretty smart girl, eh?"
: "Ton bet she's smart Why, last
n
spring that gal trapped a
skunks down here In Poppleton's
woods an' sent th' sUns to Noo Tork
to be made up. Now she's got on of
th' finest sets of Alaskan sables yon
laid ies onl"
i

half-doce-

A Touottefl Affair,
ft
Ortggs "I tee that by usln
Msthoaoop and a sensitive telapbaa
PP7, with persons Buffering from
heart trouble, physicians oan kep in
batter touch with their patlerfta.
Diggs I wonder If the doctors wOl

touch them harder or oftener
Btetesm&a.

Tou-ks- ra

Beauty,
Beauty Is relative. It is harmony
discovered In comparisons. Remember
beauty Is. not lost Th rose bom to
blush unseen adds to the beauty of
the universe and the fabrto of the)
eternal scheme.
Uncle Allen.
"K you're getting old and don't
know It," philosophized Unole Allen
Sparks, "you'll find It out when you
go back to the town where you grew
up and look around for the boys you
used to play with when you were a

The Philosopher or retry.
"There's only one thing worse than
being busted," says the Philosopher kid."
lot Folly, "sad that Is, not having

credit

Opened His Eyes.
"How long has Btffkrna been viewing with, alarm
"Ever since he became the fathes
.

r

vt twtna."

Not All Fun and Festivity.
"There are some solemnities, of
course, connected with your magnifi-

cent celebration?"
'1 should say! One of the very first
things on the program was a game of
cricket."
,

FORTH WORTH, TEX.

Blank Verse.
Clarence I don't see how alt my
Poet You published a summer seaside poem of mine last week. You pay friends manage to get married so easaccording to the kind of verse, don't ily.
you?
Gladys J suppose they find bigger
Editor Yes. George, give the gen- tools than ttey are and then propose.
tleman a blank check.
A Systematized Conscience.
"Did you ever sell your voter
One Exception.
"Jaggs says when there Is occasion asked one member of a suspected leg.
for it there is no man to whom he islature.
"No," replied the other. '1 let it out
Is afraid to show his teeth."
"Ill bet he hesitates about doing to a syndicate, took an interest In
It when the dentist is getting his the business and draw dividends on
It"
forceps ready."
;

January 10 to 12,

$3 1 .30
Round Trip From
SANTA

FE.

f

Modern Science.
Early In the Game.
"Doctor, my baby sucks his fist conNeighbor Is any one sick over at
What is the matter with
tinually.
your house, Johnny?
himt"
Johnny Bad's allln' some.
"Madam, he has an advanced case
Neighbor Is he very slok?
Johnny Not yet. Th' doctor only of cheirophagy."
What Is cheirophagy?"
"Mercy!
started t' come this mornin'.
"A desire to suck the fist"

Dales of Sale, January

6, 7, 8,

Return Limit, January

17, 1911

Santa

j
Fe All The Way

i
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ment at the Xew Mexico School for Mary Gimson at Roy, Mora county,
the Deaf Christmas eve declare that were bound over to the grand Jury to
it was most entertaining and showed answer the charge of larceny of a
Brifiy
Continuel From Page Two.
the wonderful work performed by Su- - ealf.
perintendent Conner and his assist
Santa Visits Postmaster Burke.
The following were passengers from ants.
The popular beli-- f that Santa Claus
Santa Fe for Las Vegas this morning
for
Larrazolo
Dates
Speaking
to attend the Educational Association The folowing speaking dates have really came to Santa Fefrom Mount
Baldy is well founded and PostmasA.
J.
convention: Superintendent
been arranged for Hon. O. A. Larra- a firm believer la the
Wood, Superintendent and Mrs. J. E.jzolo norlh ot Santa Fe: January 18, i ter Burke is
Clark, Professor and Mrs. R. E. As- - Espanoai 7:30 p. m.; Sant Cruz 3 p. theory, despite the fact that he is
well aware where the packages come
plund, Professor F. J. Bowlds, Misses'
i.Ammry 19 f'hamita. 3 n. m.:
from the other 364 days in the year.
a
Annie E. Dysart, Nellie Harrison,
de, Alcalde 7:30 p. m,. Janu. Santa Claus made
a preliminary
trude Elliott, Belle Sweet, StellaT
m
1Q
2Q La
skirmish around the city at midnight
Sloan, Maude Hancock, Jean Annette,
Installing Lights The Santa Fe before Christmas, "getting the lay
Mrs. E. F. Coard, Miss McGibbon, Miss
and LiSht Company is
of the land and the location of the
Pearl Miller, Mrs. Charles Miller,
Charles Burt of Jloun-- i inS the new Tungsten lights on the chimneys" it is said. He called on
Postmaster Burke for a few pointers
tainair; J. Wight Giddings, of Taos; Washington avenue and Palace
Myron T. Fifield ofnue c'rc"its and their brilliancy quite and left a fine fur lined overcoat,
old
the
sixteen which Mr. Burke
Aztec; J. T. Furgason of Willard; eclipsed the glory of more
today is wearing to
ligbts whl convince the
Professor George Martin of El Rito, candle Pwer- Many
Thomases in
young
Brothers Richard, Kelly and Lambert be erected at an early date- - U is saiL town that Santa Claus really made
genunristmas. tnanty aeverai
of San Miguel College.
come to Santa Fe.
tlemen of town made up a purse of plans to
'
Yesterday a Holiday. Yesterday
$14 for the widow of Matias Armijo
of Canyon Road. It will be remem- the legal holiday in honor of Christbered that Mr. Armijo had his life mas which fell this year on Sunday,
MINOR CITY TOPICS
crushed out a few weeks ago while was observed with as much merryI
working at the Arroyo Hondo dam making as Christmas was noted for
' construction.
its devotion. The weather was fine
did not spend the 3ay
THE WEATHER.
X
Now that Christmas is past, you and those who
or merry makreflection
in
restful
to
27
The
Dec.
whom
you
Denver, Colo.,
V probably think of many
the
around
open
fireplace, or in
;
ing
S forecast is tonight generally X wish to send a little New Year gift,
letterB and thanking gift
answering
Fe
X fair except rain in the south-Santa
The
your
X;with
greeting.
east portion and colder. Wed-- X Trail Curio company, in their new givers, went out in carriages, motors fore.
Those exercises
greatly wood, and entirely different in shape
or on horseback, while many pedestrinesday fair, but in east por-- X ad in this issue, are telling you what
of the
was pleased the children as well as the from any in the collection
seen.
The
also
were
ans
evening
X they have for such a purpose; also
tion, colder.
folks grown up folks who attended.
for
the
Society. It is the form of a Grecian
young
rendered
glorious
Pho-Edison
to
the
j
calling attention
Sentenced By Judge McFie Judge lyre, about eight Inches in diameter
by a ball at the armory and the
nograph as a means of entertaining Christmas
Woman's
John R, McFie imposed the following and is nearly three inches in thickof
ball
the
You will find the old reliable Bain your callers on Now Year Day.
Board of Trade in Library hall. sentences in district court at Estan-cia- , ness. It was found In a gulch runWagons at Goebels.
Seventy-- There were many dinnecs and parDjetj while
Shopping
Torrance county: George A. ning into Palomas crek, about fiv
of
Insurance
Man Arrested. Edwin year old Thomas Giles, son
twelve to fifteen months in miles below Hermosa.
ate
Humberd,
throughand
candy
everyone
ties
E. Forestall has been arrested at Walter Giles, of Kenton, died sudden-Phoeni- out the day.
the penitentiary for assault with a
at
be ly while shopping with his father
and will
Arizona,
Andres Peralta,
weapon.
Curtain at 8:30 p. ni. The curtain deadly
CARD OF THANKS.
Heart
twelve to eighteen months for assault
brought back to Albuquerque to an-- ! Barnharts store in Clayton.
Elks'
at
the
Caesar
tonight
for
The
Julius
undersigned
highly appreciate
swer to an Indictment for embezle-- ; failure was the cause.
with intent to kill; W alter A. Gray 75
will rise at 8:30 p. m. Those who
the sympathy and services tendered
Mal-- j
ment. He is an Insurance solicitor.
play of
99
Eugene Walter's four-ac- t
for
Isidoro
years
remurder;
jto
in their recent bereavement, the death
in wish to see the performance are
life, "Paid
donado, two to three years in the re of the wife and mother.
The following modern American
Wedding Licenses
They are esquested to be in their seats a minute Iform school for criminal
success
for
a
been
which
has
Full,"
and
assault
wedding licenses were issued here:
to the members of
or two before that hour or take seats j
pecially
grateful
two
and
in
five
months
over
Chicago
L. Clement Hanlon and Miss Elsie J.
at a convenient part of the program. assault with a deadly weapon; Euge-ni- Santa Fe Typographical Union No.
Briton; $50 fine for carrying, a 405, for a beautiful floral tribute.
Preston of this city; Locaritto Cajeta seasons in New York, will be given
Gets Photos of the War. Probate
and Miss Tomasita Leyba, of Souta for the first time in this city on Dec. Clerk George W. Armijo has received deadly weapon; Manuel de Atoche
MRS. HERMAN ZINSEER.
29.
Romero 12 15 morths for larceny
Clara.
RUDOLFIO MUNIZ,
from the of
three
photos
interesting
sheep; Jose Serna, twelve to eighThe story of "Paid in Full" is said
BENIGNO MUNIZ.
Masonic Lodge
Meeting. Monte- of war in Old Mexico and it teen months for assault with a deadseat
zuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. M. will to be virile, appealing and distinctly would seem that there Is real war ly
The
returned
weapon.
a set
grand
SELECT TABLE .BOARD Home
hold its regular meeting this even- - original, and ; to be unfolded byof
without a doubt 38 true bills and 12 no jury
bills.
real down in the republic
of character.-- that are types
$1 per day. Also beautifully
Ancooking,
H.
Mrs.
sent
were
ing.
by
A Valuable Acquisition
His- furnished front room, suitable for two
The
life afmiliar to every one, and full of The photos
New
in
derson who formely resided
Train Late Santa Fe trains Nos. human interest.
torical Society has just received a gentlemen.
Bath, electric light, Mrs.
10 from the south and 3 from the east,
Mexico. One is of General Navarro valuable
sent by C. H. Summers, 119 Don Gaspar Ave.
Exercises
Christmas
acquisition,
Presbyterian
and
another
steed
on
were about two hours late this after The
his
fiery
Laidlaw of Fairview, Sierra county.
true Christmas spirit reigned riding
noon.
firing across If Is a remarkable specimen of a stirlast evening at the Yuletide exercises i3 of the insurrectos some
If you want anything on earth try
of the
A third is of
Hearing Land Case Judge McFle of the First Presbyterian
form hard a New Mexican Want Ad.
Sunday a wall.
rup, beautifuly carved
killed.
were
.who
touay is bearing the case ot Cnstoual school in which the Presbyterian
Gomez vs. Allen Ealum et al., involv-- ! mission schools narticinated. A nro- Funeral of Sabina Madrano. The
ing a lang dispute in Rio Arriba coun- gram of carols and recitations was funeral of Mrs. Sabina Medrano who
ty.
WE ARE STILL OFFERING
rendered and a brief address was died of dropsy Saturday at the age
Mr. Kaune Says, after you have made by Rev. N. B. Gilchrist.
Super- of 56 years, took
place yesterday
THE USEFUL KIND OF HOLIDAY GIFTS
one tasted Chase & Sanborn's pure cof- - intendent A. R. McCoard had charge from the Church of Our Lady of
Unr
Each child was re- Guadalupe.
fees, none other will satisfy. He also of the exercises.
The
A SPLENDID Line of Ladies's and Gents, Gloves
calls attention to tea, and the best membered with, a gift. The attend-brr.n- dertaking establishment
in
was
of flour in his advertisement ance was large, the main auditorium
Misses and Children's Wool Gloves and Mittens
funeral
arrangements.
of
the
charge
today. Read the ad.
being crowded to the doors. A con- - Mrs. Medrano is survived by one
LADIES'
Hand Bags, the present above all others
'
Big Edition of El Nuevo Mexicano gregational meeting was announced daughter.
:
:
:
:
which the Ladies appreciate.
Ten thousand extra conies of El,tor tomorrow evening.
Arrests Yesterday There
Three
HUNDREDS of things in our store to give comfort
Nuevo Mexicano were sent out toMr. Warde Here Tonight.
No proare three men working diligently to:
:
:
and pleasure TO EVERY ONE
day, each one to do missionary work duction of Shakespeare in late years day cleaning sidewalks because they
has aroused so much enthusiasm and consumed too much alcoholic beverfor the constitution.
The Right Kind of Goods at the Right Prices.
Probably the best exponent of the genuine praise as Frederick Warde's age yesterday. There were no arclassic drama on the stage and and revival f "Julius Caesar" in which rests, however, Christmas day.
who will be seen in the great scenic he Js announced to appear at the
Christmas at the Episcopal Church
production Julius Caesar, at the Elks Elks theater tonight. Mr. Warde is
The Christmas services in the
A
Probably the most eminent exponent Church of the Holy Faith, Sunday
theater tonight is Frederick Warde.
S)
Those Who Are Going to Receive! of tne classi5 drama on the stage to forenoon, drew a large audience. The
on New Year's Day, will find some day and tne best informed
musical program was ambitious and
worth considering and of Pearean scholar.
was carried out with artistic effect
Tne beauty of the performance lies Rev. J. G.
great interest in the advertisement in
Mythen preached a serthis issue for S. Spitz, the jeweler. in the fact that he is absolutely
mon that touched the hearts of his
not fail to read about his chafing iginal in everything he does. His
hearers. The church was strikingly
coffee machines and table pearance in thi3 cty is a dramatic decorated with
green garlands while
kettles. Makes entertaining easy.
j event of real importance.
a large, beautifully adorned
spruce
Excellent
Entertainment
.Those! Bound Over to Grand Judy. W. R tree remained from the Sunday
who attended the unique entertain- - j Whiteman, H. C. Gimson and Mrs. school exercises of the afternoon be- -

Personal Mention

I!

No.

fI 5

4

JnO

GBOCERY AND BAKERY

Years the Standard

j

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

.

Ger-jpaz,-

T

install-perintende-

j

i

-

We Have Everything in the Eating Line to Make a

HAPPY NEW YEAR

A Gream of Tartar Powder

Mad From Grapes

Turkeys

CANDIES

j

Chocolates, Creams, Taffy
and a variety of mixed.
NUTS Eng. Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Jilberts,
Brazils, Hickory Nuts, Black Walnuts, Peanuts
etc.
VEGETABLES-Celer- y.
Tomatoes, Cauliflower,
Carrots,
Beets, lurn'ps,
Parsnips, Sweet Potatoes, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Lettuce, Radishes, Spinach, Onions, Cabbage,
DECOPiATIONS-Hol- ly,
Mistletoe, Wreaths,
Evergreen Roping.
Jo.

L

Bon-bon-

s,

F. ANDREWS

UO ALU!

j

Phone

xxsxxxxxxx

J

M i.

j

j

!

For Your New Years Callers!
YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HAND"
SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Best line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.
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A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
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Shakes-suggestio-
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satis auxiu.m assukkd
CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
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Bflooies and Saddle Horses
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BIG STORE
HAPPY NEW YEAR FOR YOUrfMig
.
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Our assortment this
year is great deal
larger than last year
and are prepared to

jfilw

MONEY MAKING AO FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

L

toys in our store. It is only a
week or two until holiday trade
is 07er rather thaa to have
Xmas tovs.left for next year
we extend offer of 25 percent off
on every dollars worth
f toys
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and
dress goods

gents furnishing,
of every discription, carpets
and rugs, men and woman shoes
e have in
in fact every thing
store at
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fhan to have same accumu- on shelves. We handle
all leading brands of ready to
wear garments and stand by

T
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15 per cent off

fill needs of all.

No.

satisfaction or money
Our Motto is Honesty
and satisfaction to one and
1
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Buy your New Year
gifts no w while stock

incomplete and do
not wait until last
minute and have
to buy what you

can gets

TOYS
N A
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grand display. We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at its best. We will assist you in every way we can OME, SE.
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